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i      Partly cloudy today. High 60 lo 69. 
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THE BG NEWS 
Tuesday, October 15,1985 
Auto workers plan 
for possible strike 
(AP) - More than 5,100 Chrys- 
ler workers across the state 
yesterday were trying to keep 
tabs on negotiations between the 
United Auto Workers union and 
the automakers while preparing 
for a possible strike at midnight. 
Negotiations continued yester- 
day at Chrysler headquarters in 
Highland Park, Mich., on a new 
nationwide contract covering 
70,000 U.S. workers. The old 
contract expires at midnight. 
At four Chrysler plants in 
Ohio, union officials have al- 
ready prepared their mem- 
bership for a walkout. 
"We've taken all the appropri- 
ate steps," said Rollie Pratt, 
shop chairman for UAW Local 
1435 at the Toledo machining 
plant in Perrysburg. "We've 
notified the members what they 
would do in the event of a 
strike." 
Pratt said union members 
have been assigned picket duty 
and other responsibilities in 
case a strike materializes. 
"I don't think anyone is ever 
ready to go out on strike," said 
Pratt. "This time money is not 
an issue. The issue is lobs. 
They're all going to Korea, Mex- 
ico and Japan." 
NATIONAL UAW officials are 
seeking curbs on the subcon- 
tracting of work to other compa- 
nies, a practice known as 
out-sourcing. The union esti- 
mates that Chrysler makes only 
30 percent of the parts in the 
cars it sells. The union also 
wants Chrysler to accept pat- 
tern contracts reached a year 
ago at General Motors Corp. and 
Ford Motor Co. 
There are about 6,800 Chrysler 
hourly workers in the state, 
according to figures supplied by 
a company spokesman. The 1,- 
700 workers at an electronic 
components plant in Dayton, 
however, are not represented by 
the UAW but by the Interna- 
tional Brotherhood of Electrical 
Workers. 
The largest Chrysler facility 
in Ohio is the Twinsburg stamp- 
ing plant about 20 miles south of 
Cleveland, with 3,400 hourly 
workers. In addition to the To- 
ledo plant, the Chrysler vinyl 
products plant in Sandusky has 
120 hourly workers and the Am- 
plex plant in Van Wert employs 
400 hourly workers who make 
powdered metal products. 
Local union and company offi- 
cials are also negotiating local 
agreements, which cover work- 
ing conditions at each plant. 
PAUL JEEUNNETTE. finan- 
cial secretary for UAW Local 
122 at the Twinsburg plant, said 
not much progress has been 
made in local negotiations. 
Mud ball ^ N*-*'*°< Phe"-" 
Playing for the club rugby team on a rainy Saturday afternoon, Bob Mateljan drags a University of Dayton player down into the mud. 
Gubernatorial race begins 
by Brian R. Ball 
copy editor 
Policy protested 
Committee not to determine merit pay 
by Don Lee 
staff reporter 
The creation of a temporary 
committee on faculty salary pol- 
icy has some members of the 
Faculty Welfare Committee 
concerned that the temporary 
committee is taking over some 
of the FWC's authority. 
The temporary committee, 
created by University President 
Paul Olscamp last fall to devise 
a new plan for distributing merit 
pay to faculty members, will not 
determine new criteria tor merit 
pay, said William Rock, com- 
mittee chairman. 
Ronald Stoner, chairman of 
the Faculty Welfare Committee 
of the Faculty Senate and presi- 
dent of the University chapter of 
the American Association of 
University Professors, said 
there was some protest by FWC 
members when the temporary 
committee was formed. 
"It would've gone better if it 
(the temporary committee) felt 
responsibility to the faculty and 
not to the president," Stoner 
said. 
THE TEMPORARY commit- 
tee reports directly to the presi- 
dent and not to the FWC. 
"I cant see that it (the tempo- 
rary committee) steps on any- 
body's toes," Olscamp said. 
The temporary committee's 
• see AAUP page 6 
BUCYRUS, Ohio - State Sen. 
Paul Pfeifer, R-Bucyrus, cele- 
brates his 43rd birthday today. 
When be turns 44 next October, 
be wants to be bis party's candi- 
date on the threshold of becom- 
ing Ohio's next governor. 
The third-term state senator 
took the first step toward this 
goal yesterday when he an- 
nounced his candidacy at 
Holmes-Liberty intermediate 
school, where his son Kurt at- 
tends. 
Pfeifer is the first Republican 
to officially announce his candi- 
dacy, although state Sen. Paul 
Gillnior, R-Bucyrus, and former 
Gov. James Rhodes are ex- 
pected announce their intention 
In the next six weeks. 
LKE GOV. Richard Celeste's 
other challengers from both par- 
ties, Pfeifer said in an interview 
last week that economic devel- 
opment is at the top of his 
agenda as governor. 
"I believe this state has a 
rebuilding job to do and I think I 
can accomplish that for Ohio. I 
think I understand our limita- 
tions," he said, but added he 
remained optimistic about the 
task. 
Pfeifer said his plan to rebuild 
the state's economy relied heav- 
ily on "self-help." 
THE MAIN focus of his plan 
would be a rough concept he 
calls "Take Stock in Ohio.'' The 
plan would offer tax incentives 
to encourage businesses and cit- 
izens to place a portion of their 
investments in new and expand- 
ing businesses in Ohio. Pfeifer 
would like to see 10 percent of 
private venture capital invested 
In Ohio, while the state also 
would invest in Ohio companies, 
he said. 
Pfeifer cited state Issue One, 
which if passed by voters Nov. 5 
would allow the state to borrow 
money to help fund research into 
developing uses Ohio's high sul- 
fur coal, as an example of the 
state being able to help itself. 
"WE'RE THE ones faced with 
this problem. If we don't make 
the investment, no one else 
wflL" he said. 
The state also needs to invest 
more in education, he said, espe- 
cially in purchasing computers 
for elementary schools to pre- 
pare the state for the future. 
"The world is changing rap- 
idly and we have to be prepared 
to change in Ohio as well," he 
said, adding that his decision to 
announce his candidacy In a 
classroom was "to point out 
investment in education is very 
important to the state. 
ANOTHER   PRIORITY 
Pfeifer said he would have as 
governor would be to increase 
the amount of free federal food 
distributed by the state, and 
charged Celeste and former 
Gov. James Rhodes with mak- 
ing the program a "step-child" 
during their administrations. 
While be has plans for Ohio if 
elected governor, Pfeifer faces 
tough competition in the May 5 
primary. Gillnior whose dis- 
trict includes Bowling Green, is 
the state Senate president and 
has been leading the attack on 
the Celeste administration since 
the Republicans took control of 
the state Senate last year. Rho- 
des has been governor for 16 of 
the last 22 years, having been 
elected governor initially in 
1962. He was elected again in 
1966,1974 and 197S. 
PFEIFER SAID said there 
were few philosophical differ- 
ences between himself and GU- 
lmor, but added bis style was 
more aggressive and confronta- 
tional than his Senate colleague. 
Pfeifer is less cordial toward 
Rhodes'attempt for a fifth term. 
"I'm not going to sit in the 
back of the bus any longer." he 
said, stressing the need for fresh 
faces and new ideas in state 
government. 
Pfeifer is assistant president 
pn>tempore of the Ohio Senate 
and chairman of the Judiciary 
Committee. 
Rallies urge anti-apartheid support 
by Caroline Langer 
staff reporter 
A series of area anti-apart- 
heid rallies Friday asked for 
democracy in South Africa 
and divestment of American 
funds in the country until the 
system of racial segregation 
is abolished. 
About 100 people attended 
the University's rally at the 
Union Oval, "to campaign 
against what is going on in 
South Africa and ask for 
peace and unity between the 
whites  and   blacks,"   said 
Devon Bulgin, sophomore In 
BG News/Joe PheUn 
Cassle Madden, Black Student Union president, painted half of 
her face white for the Toledo rally to symbolize ending racial 
separation. 
1, or any system 
that allows a man to domi- 
nate another man, take land 
away from another man, ex- 
ploit or kill another man, be it 
Indians or blacks, is wrong, 
and we must raise our voices 
against it," George Fields, 
vice president of Black Stu- 
dent Union, said at the Uni- 
versity. 
At the city of Toledo's dem- 
onstration, about ISO partici- 
pants marched across the 
Cherry Street bridge to the 
Owens niinios building to ask 
the company - through slo- 
gans such as "freedom yes - 
apartheid not"-to use its 
financial influence to end 
apartheid, said Mansour Bey, 
faculty adviser to the Univer- 
sity of Toledo's Black Student 
Union. Demonstraters asked 
the company to tell the South 
African government, led by 
President Pieter Botha, that 
all money Owens niinios in- 
vested in the country will be 
withdrawn if apartheid is not 
ended. 
ZENZDLE A native of South 
Africa and National Coordi- 
nator of the U.S. Out of South 
Africa Network, said that ev- 
ery dollar divested weakens 
the Botha regime. 
Ernest Champion, assistant 
director of ethnic studies, 
said at the University's rally 
that the divestment of U.S. 
funds would not hurt the 
black people, who could not 
be any worse off then they are 
now, but would affect the 
luxuries of the white mi- 
nority. 
Floyd Rose, a minister at 
the Family Baptist Church in 
Toledo, said that no Krugge- 
rands will be sold in Toledo as 
part of the effort to cease 
financial support for South 
Africa. He and members of 
his church had gone to area jewelers and banks and asked 
them not to do business with 
the Botha government. 
"You can't be against 
apartheid with your mouth 
and then support it with your 
money/' Rose said. 
"THERE IS no way any 
city, state. President Reagan 
or Botha himself can ignore 
what we are doing here. The 
people united can never be 
defeated," Bey said. 
Cassie Madden, president 
of BSU, said she and Fields 
painted half of their faces 
white for the Toledo rally to 
symbolize the struggle be- 
tween the races and to ask for 
unity in South Africa in place 
of apartheid. 
A petition was circulated at 
the University's rally in 
hopes that by Nov. 1 a million 
people will have signed it and 
similar petitions to show that 
people are one against apart- 
heid, said Father Mike Tram- 
mel, a priest at St. Thomas 
More Univerisity Parish. 
"The blacks are asking to 
live with human dignity in 
their land-they don't want 
the blood of the white man," 
Champion said. 
Friday was National Anti- 
Apartheid day and demon- 
strations were held at the 
University, the University of 
Toledo, and the city of Toledo. 
Champion said that the cy- 
cle of apathy that has long 
d the University was 
i at the rally. 
A 
Student robbed 
at knifepoint 
A male University student 
was robbed at knifepoint by two 
males Thursday night. Twenty 
dollars was stolen. 
The robbery occurred be- 
tween McFall Center and South 
Hall at about 7:45 p.m. and was 
reported to University police at 
8:30 p.m. 
The victim, who refused to 
release his name, said two 
males jumped him as be walked 
between the two buildings. One 
of the suspects held a knife. 
He was not injured in the 
attack. 
According to the victim, both 
of the assailants were wearing 
ski   masks   when   they   ap- 
Cched him. He said he be- 
d one of the suspects was 
black and the other was Cauca- 
sian. 
The victim said after he gave 
the two men his money they fled 
across Wooster Street into a 
residential area. 
University police have no sus- 
pects in the attack. 
Police report 
car break-in 
$40 stolen, other contents recovered 
A purse containing forty dol- 
lars was stolen from a car 
parked in the University lot west 
of Doyt L. Perry Field Saturday 
afternoon. 
The purse also contained a 
checkbook, credit cards and a 
driver's license. Police recov- 
ered the purse and its contents, 
with the exception of the 640, 
later that day along the east side 
of the Haven House apartment 
complex. 
According to police reports. 
the offender broke the driver's 
side window with a lawn rake 
and stole the purse from the 
front seat. The theft was re- 
ported to the police at 3:10 p.m. 
The car was locked at the time 
of the theft, when the vehicle's 
owner was using the recre- 
ational facilities at the stadium. 
University police believe the 
rake used to break the window 
was taken from a grounds crew 
storage area near the stadium. 
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Keep cons jailed 
Gov. Richard Celeste's Task Force on Prison 
Crowding made a suggestion last week that, if 
passed, would negate many of the actions of our 
state judicial system. 
The task force says the state should appoint a 
panel of judges with the power to change prison 
sentences and release prisoners. 
The group is recommending that a sentence 
review commission of judges appointed by the chief justice of the Ohio Supreme Court would be the next 
legal step after the trial court. However, the panel 
could not prevent cases from going to the appeals 
court. 
The task force recommendation would be placing 
too much power in the hands of a few because the judges would have the power to change sentences 
and remove convicts from prison and place them 
onprobation. 
The panel also could decide if the sentences were 
reasonable, appropriate and constitutional. Isn't 
that the job of our current state judicial system? 
As the task force's name implies, it is concerned 
with the overcrowding of Ohio's prisons, but we 
Question whether the group is concerned with 
eterring crime. 
We can't argue with the statistics. The prison 
system, built to house 13,000 convicts, now holds 
20,200. About 2,800 prisoners are expected in the 
next 18 months. 
The task force says the changes would broaden 
minimum and maximum felony terms and would 
eliminate 4,000 beds in the crowded prison system. 
But are 4,000 beds worth letting 4,000 convicts off 
the hook for the crimes they've committed? We 
think not. 
Some other recommendations from the task 
force include removing from state facilities prison- 
ers convicted for misdemeanors, allocating more 
than $200 million to construct or renovate jails and 
building multi-county prisons for those convicted of 
less serious felonies. 
We believe any of these alternatives would be 
more effective than granting judges the power to 
give convicts a ticket to freedom. 
Christ's believers 
can't easily be gay 
by Cheryl Hudson  
Once you believe in Christ is it 
really easy to be gay? Patrick, 
the Dignity member inter- 
viewed in Friday, the BG News 
magazine, seems to think it is. 
Well, maybe once you're in 
Dignity it's easy to be gay, after 
all, the group provides support 
for homosexual men and 
women. But I find it impossible 
to believe that a person who 
really believes in Christ could be 
gay and be comfortable with it. 
Jesus said in John 14:15, "If 
you love me, you will obey what 
I command" and I Corinthians 
6:13 clearly states, "The body is 
not meant for sexual immoral- 
ity, but for the Lord, and the 
Lord for the body." 
Romans chapter one explains 
how man has turned against 
God. 
"For although they knew God, 
they neither glorified him as 
God nor gave thanks to him, but 
their thinking became futile and 
their foolish hearts were dark- 
ened. Although they claimed to 
be wise, they became fools and 
exchanged the glory of the im- 
mortal God for images made to 
look like mortal man and birds 
and animals and reptiles. 
"Therefore God gave them 
over in the sinful desires of their 
hearts to sexual impurity for the 
degrading of their bodies with 
one another. 
"They exchanged the truth of 
God for a lie, ana served created 
things rather than the creator - 
who is forever praised. Amen. 
"Because of this, God gave 
them over to shameful lusts. 
Even their women exchanged 
natural relations for unnatural 
ones. In the same way the men 
also abandoned natural rela- 
tions with women and were in- 
flamed with lust for one another. 
Men committed indecent acts 
with other men, and received in 
themselves the due penalty for 
their perversion ... Although 
they know God's righteous de- 
cree that those who do such 
things deserve death, they not 
only continue to do these very 
things but also approve of those 
who practice them." 
That is not to say that there is 
no hope for a homosexual, "for 
all have sinned and fall short of 
the glory of God" (Romans 3:23) 
and, "If we claim to be without 
sin, we deceive ourselves and 
the truth is not in us. If we 
confess our sins, he is faithful 
and just and will forgive us our 
sins and purify us from all un- 
righteousness.' (I John 1:8-9) 
But can you really believe in 
Christ and be gay? Jesus said, 
"I tell you the truth, unless a 
man is bom again, he cannot see 
the kingdom of God." (John 3:3) 
It's wonderful that groups like 
Dignity exist if the function is to 
help homosexuals to know what 
God's word says, about their 
sexual preferences in partic- 
ular. But if the church is serving 
as some kind of support group 
under a religious mask then that 
church is living a lie. Gays 
should not be persecuted any 
more than the rest of us, for we 
all sin, but on the other hand we 
cannot overlook the issue of ho- 
mosexuality. It is the job of the 
church to let the gay community 
know that God loves them. 
Once you really believe In 
Christ how can it be easy to be 
gay? Christ died to free us from 
our sins. If we don't allow him to 
free us by accepting him and 
living uprightly, he died in vain 
and our so-called belief in Christ 
is worth absolutely nothing. 
Hudson is a senior graphic de- 
sign major from Tiffin. 
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Teachers deserve better pay 
U.S. educators are the nation's forgotten resources 
by Mike Mclntyre  
There are a few things in this 
world that are, by nature, 
screwed up. 
Various comedians point out 
the wackier side of our confu- 
sion. Like why would you call 
something a hot water heater? If 
the water is hot, it doesn't need 
to be heated. 
Good point. But there are 
more serious screw-ups to be 
considered. Probably one of the 
most confusing is the fact that 
teachers are among the lowest 
paid professionals in the United 
I really can't figure this one 
out 
Most politicians, liberal and 
conservative, have, at one time 
or another, used education as a 
stepping stone to their political 
success. 
"It's time we educate our 
young people so that they can 
stand up and be the leaders of 
this country when their time 
comes. Ana I stand firmly re- 
solved blah, blah blah." 
So politicians believe educa- 
tion is the catapult to success. 
And they're right. How many 
uneducated men will become 
president, start a new business, 
or even stay away from the 
unemployment line? 
Not too many. 
And if college education or 
even finishing high school is 
impossible, at least the founda- 
tions of education, taught in 
elementary school, are nec- 
essary. 
Recently, President Ronald 
Reagan and Philadelphia Mayor 
Wilson Goode praised a reading 
program introduced in that city. 
In a letter, Reagan said illiter- 
acy in the United States must be 
stamped out. But how does one 
propose to do the stamping? 
With teachers, of course. 
And teachers deserve better 
pay for that service. 
Sure, businessmen, from the 
president of the company to the 
payroll clerks, deserve to be 
well-paid, too. But would that 
business executive be where he 
is without education? 
I doubt it. 
Yet teachers, who give us the 
ability to communicate, under- 
stand, and to choose and prac- 
tice a profession, go 
unrewarded. 
I've never had the urge to 
defect to the Soviet Union, but if 
I were a teacher I might. 
That's because teachers in the 
Soviet Union are among that 
country's better paid profession- 
als. I know, the Soviet Union has 
a totally different economy and 
radically different political Ide- 
ology, but the principle is the 
same. Teachers are seen as the 
valuable resource that they are, 
and they are paid accordingly. 
Japan is another example of a 
«Mmh-y which treats its teach- 
ers well. Teachers in Japan are 
well-paid and well-respected. 
That could be one of the reasons 
the literacy rate in that country 
is over 90 percent. 
Many professionals, such as 
lawyers and doctors, argue that 
they should receive a nigh sal- 
ary because they have devoted 
so much time to education. 
Bob Holmes, associate profes- 
sor in the University's legal 
studies department, said a good 
law student may make a start- 
ing salary of $30,000 to $40,000 at 
a large firm. 
Teachers must study a lot too. 
But whether an education stu- 
dent is good or bad, he will not 
make nearly as much as the law 
student when he leaves school. 
What is shameful is the fact 
that teachers will always be 
poorly paid because their salary 
is determined by property tax. 
That leaves many public school 
teachers in small communities 
living barely above the poverty 
Possibly a revamping of the 
teacher payment structure 
would alleviate the problem. 
Whether a teacher will live in 
comfort or near poverty de- 
pends upon the whim of a tax- 
payer's vote. 
It shouldn't. 
Maybe a new plan; one that 
levies a tax on income to pay 
teachers' salaries, should be im- 
plemented. Taxpayers could 
vote to shift the property tax to 
an income tax. 
This way, all taxpayers would 
have to pay according to their 
earnings. Poor people with a lot 
of land won't have to pay more 
than rich people with a small 
parcel of land. And renters, who 
are not required to pay a prop- 
erty tax and therefore do not 
support the local school system, 
would have to pay for public 
education in their area through 
a tax on their income. 
Maybe an income tax would 
raise teacher salaries, and 
maybe it wouldn't. I'm not say- 
ing this is the only alternative, 
just one. 
The point is, something must 
be done. 
My neighbor is an elementary 
school teacher. Along with the 
student "artwork" which adorns 
one of her walls, including fin- 
ger-paintings, pottery, and 
imaginative essays about the 
effects of a bug landing in a bowl 
of cereal, she has a sign which 
states, "If you can read this, 
thank a teacher." 
I could read it. And silently I 
thanked my teachers. I just wish 
thanks could be more than a 
word. 
More money is what I had in 
mind. 
Mclntyre, a junior journalism 
major from Lakewood, Ohio, is 
editorial editor of the News. 
Letters 
GSS will recognize 
a registered Review 
This letter is in reply to "Re- 
view stand, GSS," an editorial 
published on Oct. 9. This reply is 
necessitated by the misinforma- 
tion that has been circulating 
around campus regarding the 
BG Review as a legitimate cam- 
pus publication. ''Not to recog- 
nize" has been repeatedly stated 
by the Graduate Student Senate 
president to mean only that GSS 
would not advertise with nor 
grant interviews to the BG Re- 
view. 
Although the GSS Executive 
Committee realizes that the BG 
Review is registered as an orga- 
nization, they are not registered 
with the Board of Student Publi- 
cations. This Board provides a 
forum for all student groups to 
discuss campus publications. 
The GSS adheres to the 
guidelines of the Board of Stu- 
dent Publications, and, hence, 
would encourage every student 
publication to register with the 
Contacts were made with the 
editor and the faculty advisor of 
the BG Review to address the 
concerns of GSS regarding this 
publication. No response was 
received until two hours prior to 
the October 4 meetine of GSS, 
thus negating any chance of 
nwdifying the agenda. However, 
the GSS president informed 
them of the proper parliamen- 
tary procedures for obtaining 
the floor, on which they failed to 
capitalize. Furthermore, the 
GSS officers allowed a full 
statement submitted by the BG 
Review to be read to the Senate 
on their behalf. Subsequently, a 
vote was taken by the Senate 
which upheld the original deci- 
sion by the GSS Executive Com- 
mittee not to recognize the BG 
Review as a legitimate student 
publication. 
la conclusion, yes, the BG 
Review does exist and does have 
the freedom to publish. The deci- 
sion was not intended to stop the 
Review from being printed, as 
erroneously implied. Once the 
Review is registered with the 
Board of Student Publications, 
the decision will be reconsid- 
ered. 
GSS Executive Committee 
The 'Doc* responds: 
No plagiarism here 
Normally, newspaper eti- 
quette does not permit a column- 
ist to respond to criticism of his 
work. This Is a good standard, as 
it largely prevents what could 
turn into an abuse of the power 
of the press. 
In this case, an exception 
must be made. In the Oct. 11 
issue of The BG News, Mark J. 
DelMaramo wrote a letter crit- 
icizing the work of Bill Melden 
and myself; In the context of 
BLOOM COUNTY 
that letter, he wrote of my col- 
umn "Notes From the Doctor," 
that be was "amazed that (I 
am) allowed to get away with 
plagiarism in a college newspa- 
per." 
He is entitled to his opinion 
that my column is not worth 
reading. However, I am out- 
raged that he suggested I steal 
my material, then make up peo- 
ple, call them my friends, and 
credit that material to them in 
order to skirt the law. To begin 
with, the people 1 refer to in my 
column with nicknames such as 
"Butch" and "Blondie" are 
very real (their names are John 
Brooker and Julie Landls, by the 
way). 
More importantly, I do not 
plagiarize my material. 
Granted, it is not all original. 
But, then, 1 daresay the average 
college student has written a 
paper or two in his college ca- 
reer in which he has used out- 
side sources to supplement an 
original thesis. Isn't this plagia- 
rism? No, of course not, since 
sources are credited in foot- 
notes, end notes and a bibliogra- 
phy. Please note, that in every 
possible case, I, too, credit my 
sources. This may be difficult to 
do with door signs and bumper 
stickers, but otherwise, I am 
most careful to give credit 
where credit is due. 
In conclusion, Mr. DelMa- 
ramo, the next time you plan to 
accuse someone of a serious 
offense in a public newspaper, 
take care to get your facts 
straight first. 
Mike "Doc" Doherty 
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Store sprouts 
'floral originals' 
by Amanda Stem 
reporter 
Many a store has occupied the 
space at 518 E. Wooster St. In the 
past few years. The newest one, 
Floral Originals by Gregory 
Scotte, specializes in flowers, 
cards and gifts. 
Previously, The Source and 
The Greeting Exchange were 
the shops at that address. The 
Source dealt mainly in records 
and posters and The Greeting 
Exchange carried a large selec- 
tion of greeting cards. 
Both of these stores were 
owned by Craig Cheetwood. He 
was forced to sell out because of 
financial difficulties, according 
to Gregory Scotte, manager of 
Floral Originals. 
Scotte now leases the store 
with Mike and Peggy Russell. 
The two men have been best 
friends since high school and 
have always wanted to go into 
business together, Scotte said. 
Scotte and Russell both went 
to school at the University and 
wanted to open a business in 
Bowling Green. 
"WE WERE just driving by 
one day and saw that the store 
was for lease. We decided to 
give it a try," Scotte said. 
Floral Originals can do any 
kind of flower Hwiignign or silk 
and dried arranging, he said. 
They also carry a large selection 
of cards, posters, potpourri, 
stuffed animals and stationary. 
For the upcoming Halloween 
season, they have a variety of 
masks and party goods. 
"We have very good prices, 
with   specials   every   week, 
Scotte said. 
Floral Originals will have its 
grand opening after Sweetest 
Day (Oct. 19). And for Home- 
coming they will be making spe- 
cial corsages and boutonnieres. 
All students will receive a dis- 
count on these. 
Scotte was raised in the flower 
business, he said. He trained in 
Chicago, Beverly Hills and New 
York. In addition, he travels 
around the world designing flow- 
ers. 
His father has three stores in 
Mansfield and Scotte has one. 
"The store in Mansfield is 
doing very well and it seemed 
like a good time to expand," he 
said. 
CISG names members 
by Zora Johnson 
staff reporter 
Undergraduate Student Gov- 
ernment legislative committee 
members were appointed by 
Mike McGreevey, USG presi- 
dent, at a retreat held last week- 
end. Committee chairpersons 
were elected by the general as- 
sembly. 
Ed Snodgrass, junior market- 
; major, was elected as the 
lef legislative officer, in 
charge of committees. 
Chairpersons are Jeff Slater, junior management information 
systems major, academic af- 
fairs committee; Jim Wood- 
ward, internal affairs 
committee; Jason Gray, sopho- 
lative branch." 
more political science major, 
minority/human relations com- 
mittee; Tim Brown, senior ad- 
ministrative management 
major, national state and com- 
munity affairs committee; Matt 
Shull, senior business pre-law 
major, student welfare commit- 
tee; and Wendy Barnhart, ju- 
nior restaurant major, finance 
committee. 
Each committee will have 
specific functions within the 
government. But Snodgrass said 
(hat he hopes they wiflaU work 
together. 
"We will be sitting down and 
discussing goals sometime this 
week," he said. 
Triatheletes enjoy challenge 
by Valeric Clptak 
staff reporter 
To some it resembled the sur- 
vival of the fittest, and to others 
it may have looked like a group 
of friends and athletes getting 
together for a good time. 
But to all it looked like great 
weather for the runners, bikers 
and swimmers who participated 
Sunday in the Seventh Annual 
Student Recreation Center Tria- 
thalon. 
The 70 participants were 
drawn for a variety of reasons, 
from the challenge of it to the 
more popular "fun of it." For 
those competing in the male or 
female individual competition, 
the challenge meant covering 34 
miles. That's one mile swim- 
ming, 24 miles biking, then 9 
miles running. 
"I wanted to win five (triatha- 
lons) before I turned 30," said 
29-year-old Don Luikart, winner 
and now five-time champion of 
the men's individual competi- 
tion. Luikart assistant coach of 
the University swim team, was 
the favorite from the start of the 
20-man race. 
"•LUKE* ALWAYS wins," 
was the comment from several 
erf his swimming students, one of 
whom followed 11 minutes be- 
hind him to win second place. 
Tom McGannon, senior man- 
agement major, wasn't disap- 
pointed as a runner-up. 
"Hey. I went for it," he said, 
and added that next year when 
Luikart isn't expected to com- 
pete, "111 go for it again." 
Luikart finished the individual 
competition in 2:29.06, four min- 
utes behind his time last year. 
He barely looked tired after the 
race, and within two minutes 
was talking football with his 
friends. 
"I'm going out for a few 
beers," he said of his plans for 
the evening. 
McGannon, on the other hand, 
collapsed in relieved exhaustion 
after completion of the course. 
But after some congratulations 
and support from his friends, he 
was soon talking about his plans, 
too. 
"We're going to have a few 
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Juniors, Seniors, 
Graduate Students 
Establish a Rood credit rating now. Apply for a 
Sears Credit Card while you're still in school. 
I There arc a number of benefits you'll receive by 
I applying for a Sears Credit Card as a student. As you 
I may know, credit grantors may assess your qualifica 
I tions differently after you graduate. 
I • You will have been in your new job only a 
short time. 
| • You may have lived in your new residence only 
a short time. 
• You may be earning an entry-level income. 
All of the above are good reasons to apply for your 
[ Scars Credit Card now - while you're still in school. 
A Sears Credit Card can Identify you as a 
responsible adult to other credit grantors 
I If you are a responsible person, with the ability to pay 
bills, Sears believes you deserve credit. And a Sears 
Credit Card could be your first step in establishing 
the credit you'll need in the future. 
Here are a few of the many benefits you'll 
receive with a Sears Credit Card: 
• There's no annual fee or hidden credit charges with 
a Sears Credit Card and everything you purchase is 
backed by Sears famous promise, 'Satisfaction 
Guaranteed or Your Money Back." 
• Wherever you live, travel, or move, your Sears 
Credit Card is good at more than 30OO Sears Retail 
and Catalog stores coast to coast. 
»With a Sears Credit Card, you can stretch your 
payments over a period of months, if you wish. 
A Sears Credit Card can be used to purchase items 
you'll need after graduation, such as a new business 
wardrobe for interviewing or furnishings for your 
new home. 
ly for a Sears Credit Card right on campus 
Sponsored by Delta Sigma Pi 
Tues., Wed., Thur. 
Oct. 15, 16, 17 
8:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. 
1'floor, University Hall 
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kegs," be Laughed. 
ftseemed as if all the partici- 
pants were working together, 
with a common goal of fbushing, 
even "conquering" the race. Jill 
Dacek, runner for the winning 
women's team, said a friend 
rode beside her on a bike and 
encouraged her through the trail 
which encompassed long roads 
like Carter and Poe. 
THE TEAM courses, both 
male and female, were identical 
to the individual course except 
the biking length, which was 12 
miles instead of 24. Each team 
member competed in one part- 
running, swimming or biking. 
"It gets lonely out there," 
Dacek, international business 
and advertising major, said of 
the course. Dacek was joined by 
team members Debbie Bues- 
chen and Amy McFarland in 
becoming this year's only re- 
cord-breaking competitors. 
With a time of 2:12, they broke 
the old women's team members 
by two minutes. 
Out of eight participants, 
Tracy Kloos swept the women's 
Individual competition with a 
time of 3:06.51 Following 19 
minutes behind her and tying for 
second were two sisters, Susi 
and Patti Palmer, both sports 
mm—I majors. 
"(WE ENTERED) to prove to 
ourselves we could do a," Patti 
Palmer said. A freshman, 
Palmer said their goal was "to 
finish the race," and they ran 
side-by-aide to encourage each 
other to continue. 
An alternative to competing 
individually or on a male or 
female team was the co-ed team 
competition. Six teams com- 
peted, with that of Yvonne 
Mutter, Ronald Holmes and 
Dave Luttrell coming In first. 
Other categories for competi- 
tion included the co-ed predic- 
tion and the family prediction. 
In these events, a team predicts 
their best possible time prior to 
the race, then strives to finish 
within that time. The only co-ed 
prediction team, made up of Rec 
Center employees Terry Par- 
sons, Ron Zwierleln and Denlse 
Toepfer. predicted their time at 
2:35 and beat it by over 10 min- 
utes, finishing at 2:23.37. 
The only family prediction 
team of Anne, Jan and Bill 
Fisher finished in 2:33.58, 16 
minutes faster than their predic- 
tion time of 2:50. 
The triathalon, traditionally 
held in the spring, was changed 
to fall because of weather and 
conflicts with other spring 
events, according to Michelle 
Harder, assistant director of the 
Rec Center and coordinator of 
the triathalon. 
However, participation was 
down 50 individuals from last 
year, because many people 
didn't know about it, Harder 
said. 
Don Luikart BG News/Kevin Hopkins 
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Robot represents BG at fair 
by Don It* 
naff reporter 
Hie figure behind the desk 
nods his head briefly and ges- 
tures with his pipe. 
"To the world, I am known as 
Professor Einstein. You may 
call me Albert." He turns and 
indicates a TV screen. "Now 
watch the tube and meet my 
friends at Bowling Green State 
University." 
It's not really Einstein, of 
course. The life-sized robot rep- 
lica of the late physicist was 
built by Gene Poor, associate 
professor of visual communica- 
tions technology at the Univer- 
sity, and several of his students. 
The voice, speaking in 
Einstein's characteristic heavy 
German accent, is that of Uni- 
versity theater professor Allen 
Kepke. 
The robot, whose resemblance 
to Einstein is complete down to 
his wispy white hair and mus- 
tache, is the centerpiece of the 
University's display at the Inter- 
national Capital Goods Trade 
Show. The show starts Friday in 
Cleveland. 
Poor and his students worked 
about five weeks putting the 
robot and the display together 
out of fiberglass, steel and "a 
little bit of everything," he said. 
POOR SAID he chose Einstein 
because the physicist rep- 
resented the kind of authority 
that made htm the "appropriate 
spokesman" for the University's 
75th anniversary. The robot is 
dressed a little more neatly than 
the real-life Einstein was re- 
puted to be. He is attired in a 
button-down shirt and sweater 
draped over his shoulders and 
even sports a new "BGSU" 
necktie. 
"Einstein's" purpose is to at- 
tract the attention of passersby 
to a videotape promoting the 
University, narrated by David 
Drury, radio and television coor- 
dinator for University public 
relations. During the videot 
the robot fidgets with his 
and looks around at the 
watching the display. 
"OK, go to black. Otherwise 
you talk forever. Hot," the ro- 
bot tells the TV screen at the end 
of the videotape. Then, impa- 
tiently, to the audience, "Now 
move on please, so we can pass 
along the good word. Aid Wei- 
denehen! Einstein then drops 
off into a fidgety sleep, which 
effectively attracts the attention 
of passersby while the tape is 
BG News/Joe PheUn 
The proud creators pose with their Einstlen robot. From left. Cartho Bennett II, freshman Industrial 
education major. Gene Poor, associate professor of technology, and Dave Hood, junior Industrial education 
major. 
The robot can move its head 
forward and sideways, blink its 
eyes and move them from side 
to side, move its Jaw, arms, 
hands and body, be said. All the 
movements are controlled by 
compressed air lines leading to 
the Joints. Since the robot is 
seated behind a desk, a lower 
body was not built 
Dave Hood, Junior industrial 
education major, was one of the 
students who worked with Poor 
on the robot. Hood said building 
the robotic controls was the 
most interesting part of putting 
the display togSher. 
Hood said be was a student in 
one of Poor's classes last semes- 
ter and "walked In at the right 
time. Gene (Poor) needed help 
and I helped him." 
Poor said the most challeng- 
ing part of building the display 
was "time." A project this size 
usually involves many skilled 
technicians and specialists, 
Poor said. For the Einstein dis- 
play, "hundreds of student 
hours" substituted for this, he 
said. 
Those hundreds of hours are 
why a display that Poor said 
would probably cost $40,000 was 
instead costing the University 
$6,000-7,000. 
Poor said the display will be 
the start of a display and exhibit 
design major in the College of 
Technology, which he said will 
be unique in the country. 
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College renamed 
Change reflects diversity of programs 
byDonLa* 
staff reporter 
The Board of Trustees ap- 
proved a name change for the 
College of Education and ap- 
proved the nomination of a 
new member of the Firelands 
Board at Friday's 
The College of Education is 
now called the College of Edu- 
cation and Allied Professions. 
The change was chosen by the 
college faculty to reflect the 
diversity of programs which 
the college offers, including 
sports and restaurant man- 
agement and graduate pro- 
grams in college student 
personnel. 
About 20 percent of the pro- 
grams and students In the 
college are in fields other 
than school personnel train- 
ing, according to a June 20 
memorandum from former 
dean Sandra Packard to Uni- 
versity President Paul Ols- 
camp and Eloise Clark, vice 
president for academic af- 
fairs. 
Larry Bettcher, of Huron, 
was nominated to the Fire- 
lands Campus Board Sept. 26. 
He replaces Thomas Tartan, 
whose resignation was an- 
nounced Sept. 28. Tattan re- 
signed because he moved to 
Michigan. Bettcher will serve 
the rest of Tattan's term, 
which ends Dec. 31,1988. 
BETTCHER IS president 
and general manager of 
Bettcher Industries and 
serves as an officer of many 
trade associations in the meat 
industry. He was corporate 
secretary for Stein Associates 
in Sandusky and an officer of 
Bettcher Limited of Holstein, 
Switzerland. 
In other action, the Board: 
• Approved the spending of 
$20,000 to replace electrical 
panels and circuit breakers in 
Kohl Hall and $15,000 to re- 
move asbestos insulation 
from the football stadium. 
• Approved changes to the 
employee travel reimburse- 
ment policy which allows 
some expenses to be paid by 
the University in advance and 
increases reimbursements 
for out-of-state travel. Rich- 
ard Eakin, vice president for 
planning and budgeting, said 
the new policy was a "modest 
liberalization" of the travel 
reimbursement policy, de- 
signed to "meet the needs of 
travelers ... but not be an 
extravagance." 
Soviet quake severe 
MOSCOW (AP) - A severe 
earthquake hit the Central Asian 
republic of Tadzhikistan, de- 
stroying factories, offices and 
homes, the Soviet Union said 
yesterday. Tass reported "loss 
of life," but save no details. 
The official news agency said 
the epicenter of Sunday night's 
quake was some 145 miles north- 
east of the Tadzhik capital of 
Dushanbe. 
Seven sharp tremors rocked 
the city of Leninabad, which has 
a population of 139,000, and the 
nearby small communities of 
Kairakum and Gafurov, the gov- 
ernment newspaper Izvestla 
said. 
Tass said that around Kaira- 
kum, "adobe houses were de- 
stroyed in villages and a 
landslide swept away an as- 
phalt-surfaced road." 
The agency said the quake 
registered force 8 on the 12-point 
Soviet scale. Force 8 is equiva- 
lent to 6.2 on the Richter scale 
and is enough to cause severe 
damage and many casualties. 
The Soviet Union often does 
not report fatalities in natural 
disasters and accidents, and the 
fact that it reported deaths in 
the earthquake could indicate 
there is a high death toll. 
Neither report gave any de- 
tails about the number of casual- 
ties and provided only a sketchy 
idea of the damage caused. 
More than 1 million people live 
in the Leninabad administrative 
region, which covers 10,400 
; miles in northern Tadzhi- 
The affected area is the site of 
some of the most powerful hy- 
droelectric stations in Central 
Asia, but there was no immedi- 
ate word in the news media 
about whether dams had been 
damaged in the quake. 
ROYAL GREEN 
Is proud to announce its 
1985 Fall Pledge Class: 
Anita Greenawalt 
Kellie Walker 
Melanie Marlow 
Beth Rable 
Tracy Carter 
Dawnette Kidd 
Eve Sangster 
Colleen Daschbach 
Darla Damron 
Cindy Klar 
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Phi Delta Theta Fraternity 
Would Like To Congratulate the 
New Pledges and Actives for 1985 
John Anzuoni 
Tom Beck 
John Casper 
Gary Cornell 
Tom Culver 
Chris Chelovitz 
Dave Doren 
Norm Funk 
Denny Gribben 
Brian Hoover 
Noel Kelley 
Joe Lombardi 
Rob Martin 
James McClellan 
Bob McCormick 
Kurt Otterbacher 
Daren Pordash 
Mike Privitera 
Brian Quiggley 
Mike Scarpiello 
Ryan Schmidt 
Blair Schooff 
Tom Seighman 
Ellsworth Wente 
Chris White 
Jeff Wooley 
I.F.M.D.C. President • Blair Schooff 
I.F.M.D.C. Vice President • Norm Funk 
Actives 
Dan McKee 
Rick Mitchell 
Chris Price 
Al Renner 
Dave Stanton 
Lee Baumann 
Bob Blackwell 
Denny Doren 
Matt Gundling 
Markus Holtzcher 
Dan Longacre 
CONGRA TOLA TlONSt 
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Agency integrates disabled 
Workers leam about independence, job environment 
byMegTlemey 
staff reporter 
Being the trench fry person at 
McDonald's or a janitor at Uhl- 
man's are, to many of us, simple 
jobs. Most people use these jobs 
as stepping stones - ways to 
earn money to nay for an educa- 
tion and train for a career. 
But for individuals with men- 
tal and developmental disabili- 
ties, these jobs can present a 
challenge and a chance to be- 
come a part of their community. 
The Community Employment 
Services (CES) agency, which 
began seven weeks ago, trains 
and places people in jobs for a 
two-fold purpose of integrating 
the people into society and fulfil- 
ling the needs of the businesses 
with a qualified work force and a 
guarantee of their services, 
according to William Clifford, 
director of CES. 
After placing two individuals 
and beginning to train six others 
in their seventh week CES is 
realizing their goals. "What we 
are is mostly an employment 
agency. What we want is to 
obtain entry level positions for 
our people,   Clifford said. 
CES IS an extension of Wood 
Lane Services, a sheltered 
workshop for these individuals 
in Bowling Green. 
The service offers a guarantee 
to the employer when one of 
their people is hired. 
"When we train the individual 
we guarantee that the job will 
get done. If the person can only 
give SO percent, we go in and do 
the other 50 percent," Clifford 
said. 
When placing people in jobs 
CES goes through an intense 
assessment of the person's capa- 
bilities and finds out if the job 
available is suitable to their 
needs, he said. 
After the assessment process, 
CES sends out a trainer to learn 
the job. Then the trainer teaches 
the new employee the job and 
stays with him or her during 
training. The trainers stay with 
the employees until they are 
sure they can handle their job 
responsibilities. This includes 
following the employees all their 
lives to make sure that what 
they are doing is what they are 
suited for, Clifford said. 
ALSO, CERTAIN people who 
are disabled and then hired by 
other companies enable the 
company to receive tax credits 
up to $4,500 per year. 
"What we want to give these 
people is the ability to learn 
about independence, to know 
there are things you can do with 
the money you earn and the 
pleasure of knowing that they 
are doing something worth- 
while," Clifford said. 
At this point CES has placed 
two people in jobs, and they 
have another six in training. 
Their goal is to place seven to 10 
people this year. The transition 
From the sheltered workshop to 
the job force is not always an 
easy one, Clifford said, adding 
that many people have to leave 
their secure lifestyles for one 
that ia much more challenging 
and rewarding. 
"We are getting a lot of coop- 
eration, but it is mainly a proc- 
ess of changing people's 
attitudes," Clifford said. 
Student Court judges 
traffic, code violations 
by Valerie Qptak 
staff reporter 
Would someone you know ever 
play a part in fining you $50 or in 
dismissing you from school? 
They might if you appear be- 
fore the Student Court, a stu- 
dent-run forum that hears and 
decides cases concerning stu- 
dents' behavior. 
Aa the judicial branch of the 
Undergraduate Student Govern- 
ment, Student Court is com- 
posed of a Traffic Court that 
handles parking violations and a 
Student Arbitration Board 
(SAB) that decides on cases 
Involving violations of the Stu- 
dent Code. 
Most of the SAB's cases stem 
from violations against Univer- 
sity property or regulations. 
However, University officials 
are not the only ones who can 
bring a complaint to the court. 
If a student feels that he has 
been treated unfairly by another 
student, whether it be a neigh- 
bor or a resident advisor, he can 
file a complaint with the court or 
the Office of Standards and Pro- 
cedures. 
An example would be if a 
student was physically abused 
by another student, said Jim 
Casey, chief prosecutor for the 
court. 
IF STUDENTS are cited for a 
violation of the Student Code, 
such as disorderly conduct, they 
are taken to Derek Dickinson, 
director of the Office of Stan- 
dards and Procedures. 
The students are then offered 
a choice of a hearing with either 
Dickinson or the SAB. 
If the student goes to SAB, a 
hearing is held by representa- 
tives for the defense and pros- 
ecution and the justices decide 
guilt or innocence. 
The court then recommends 
its finding to Dickinson along 
with a recommended sanction. 
"He upholds our decision 99.9 
percent of the time," Casey 
said. 
More than 40 cases went to 
SAB last year, out of the 494 
complaints taken to Standards 
and Procedures. 
Dickinson said decisions con- 
cerning the students, whether 
made by him or by the SAB, are 
made with fairness and justice. 
"THE JUSTICES on the court 
are students and they know what 
college students go through," 
Casey added. 
"They've been there," he 
said. 
The court is a forum that 
offers tangible rewards for ev- 
eryone involved In a case, 
according to Casey. 
"You can see the fruits of 
labor at Student Court," Casey 
said. 
The fruits he referred to can 
be either financial or academic. 
Fines as high as $100 come 
before the traffic court and 
sanctions as drastic as dismissal 
from school can be recom- 
mended by the SAB. 
"It's not unusual to have a 
student appeal tickets adding up 
to $100," Casey said. 
Cases brought before the SAB 
are often the result of students' 
adjustment to college, Dickin- 
son said. 
"Freshmen come from all 
parts of the country and have 
experienced different laws and 
sometimes a different upbring- 
ing," he said. 
Although the community and 
the University may be quite 
conservative, each case is de- 
cided on its individual merits, 
with no political influence, Dick- 
inson said. 
DELIVER 
WO! TWO PIZZAS FOR THE PRICE OF ONE! RIGHT TO 
YOUR 
DOOR! ^, ^^^--,      The best Plzzo In Bowling ^P^S|^     i   Green is now even better! 
»• *n      w A, Uttle Coesor's will now 
deliver right to your door! 
Remember that's two great 
tasting Pizzas for the price of onel 
112 Mercer St. - Bowling Green 
CALL 354-6500 
Delivery Available from 4:30 p.m. 
I BUY ONE PIZZA, 
GET ONE FREE! 
| Two Large Pizzas 
■ with Two Items 
I 
I 
v —. C«MW> (*•» at UrtMMWI ■MhCmM* MM v*M *■* Q»m 0"era 9 
^ra io/if" 
*•<***  
IWhwi you make • pin* thlt 
food, on* |int l.n'1 enough. 
® Uttle Caesars Pizza 
^Tw^ When you make a rxno this qood, one lust isn't enough. 
SPECIAL SAVINGS 
IN OUR 
FLORAL 
SHOPPE 
1044 North 
Main Street 
Weekdays 8am-Midnite 
Sundays 9am-9pm 
SWEETEST DAY 
IS SATURDAY, 
OCTOBER 
THE 19th! 
i Remember 
that special 
someone 
in your life 
with a lovely 
bouquet 
of fresh... 
Sweetheart 
Doz. 
Sweetheart Roses 
Attractively arranged 
in a vase 
Doz. 
Colorful 
Carnations 
DOZEN-BOUQUET 
$*199 EACH ONLY 39 
Select from our large assortment 
of florist quality houseplants 
and hanging baskets! 
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TV watching for credits 
Marine biology telecourse offered spring semester 
by Julie FauMe 
jtaff reporter 
Next semester University stu- 
dents will be able to do their 
homework in front of a tele- 
vision, but they won't be watch- 
ins David Letter-man. Students 
will be able to take a telecourse 
on Marine Biology. 
Telecourses are designed to fit 
into the schedules of non-tradi- 
tional students, according to Pat 
Fitzgerald, director of learning 
services at WBGU-TV. The Ma- 
rine Biology course, "Oceanus: 
the Marine Environment," will 
be shown several times during 
the week so that people who 
work can watch the program. 
Telecourses had their roots in 
the 1960s in programs with pro- 
fessors sitting behind a desk in 
front of a camera lecturing for 
half an hour, Fitzgerald said, 
adding that this type of pro- 
gramming gave telecourses a 
bad public image. 
Fitzgerald said that in the late 
1980s some community colleges 
decided to pool their funds and 
resources to produce more qual- 
ity, sophisticated telecourses. 
THE PUBLIC Broadcasting 
System also started to get in- 
volved in telecourses and pro- 
duced a successful history show 
called "The Ascent of Man" 
with Jacob Brownoski, Fitzge- 
rald said. 
The programs being made 
then were a much higher quality 
then the programs produced be- 
fore, Fitzgerald said, because 
they shot on location and spent 
more money. These programs 
were designed to be interesting 
to the public, he said. 
There was a problem with 
getting steady funds for these 
productions, Fitzgerald said, un- 
til Walter Annenberg, the pub- 
lisher of TV Guide, gave $150 
million to the Corporation for 
Public Broadcasting to be used 
over 15 years to produce high- 
class, quality telecourses. 
Telecourses that may be made 
available here include "The 
Constitution: the Delicate Bal- 
ance," which explores the Con- 
stitution, and "The Write 
Course," an introduction to En- 
glish writing. 
The University licenses the 
programs from PBS for a fee on 
a per semester, per student ba- 
sis. Fitzgerald said the pro- 
grams cost about $400 to $600 a 
semester. 
THE TELECOURSES offer a 
different form of teaching, and 
instead of having 45 contact 
hours in a classroom, students 
might have 30 hours of viewing 
time and another 15 hours work- 
ing with the professor and other 
students, he said. This way the 
professor can spend more time 
evaluating the students' work 
and interracting with students, 
he added. 
Students who work have more 
freedom to choose when they 
want to watch the programs 
because one program mav run 
at several different times during 
the week, and more people have 
VCRs and can record shows and 
watch them at their leisure, 
Fitzgerald said. 
Fitzgerald said that tele- 
courses are catching on slowly 
in Ohio because there is such a 
concentration of colleges here 
that a person is probably not 
more than a 20-minute drive 
away from a college. 
There are currently about 
130,000 students across the na- 
tion enrolled in telecourses of- 
fered by PBS, and over 900 
colleges are licensing programs, 
Fitzgerald said. 
Dateline 
Tuesday, Oct. 15 
College Republicans -There 
will be an organizational meet- 
ing at 8 p.m. in Room 114, Edu- 
ASSISTANT EDITORS 
Gole Reworch Company, o mo,©* 
pubWier ©I reference booh for 
libronet worldwide, n waiting 
cand-dales for editonol position* to 
do research ond writing for oof 
books. Bachelor's degree m 
English, language or Humanities is 
highly preferred; college coarse 
wont ond interest m literature of 
many penods is required. These ore 
entry level positions ihot offer 
advancement opportunities- Our 
bemfit package includes flexible 
working hours; medico! dental, 
opkcol and prescription drug insur- 
ance; tuition assistance; ond pc*d 
time off between Chnsrmas and 
New Years. If interested, please 
send resume, college Ironscnpt (if 
available) along with a typewritten, 
non returnable expository wnhng 
somple of a literary nature (no 
lOurnolism articles, poetry or short 
stones) with salary requirements to: 
Editonal Positions 
Mr. K. Bratton, Personnel 
GALE RESEARCH CO. 
Penobscot Building 
Detroit. Ml 48226 
A" Iq-ol Oppofwnrllr E-nplrftWr M/» 
cation Building. 
Opera Theater - The BG Op- 
era Theater will present an invi- 
tation dress rehearsal for the 
opera "L'Ormindo" at 8 p.m. in 
Kobacker Hall. Admission is $1. 
The rehearsal is in preparation 
for an appearance at the Na- 
tional Opera Association Confer- 
ence in Louisville, Ky. 
Free Clink - Free speech, 
language and bearing screen- 
ings are available by appoint- 
ment until the end of October at 
the University Speech and Hear- 
ing Clinic. The clinic is open 8 
ajn.-5 p.m. Monday through 
Friday. 
Dateline, a daily service of toe 
News, lists dates and times of 
campus events. Submissions by 
all organizations are welcome 
and must be turned in typed and 
double-spaced one week prior to 
the event. 
United Way 
ol Greater Toledo 
PREPARATION FOR: 
GMAT.LSAT.GRE 
536-3701 
3550 Secor Road 
Suite 201 
Toledo, OH 43606 i IN 
n 11 i««Mn» meuum tea eat 
Surprise 
That 
Special 
Someooe 
on Sweetest 
Day 
a*-.to. «•»*' 
OOOtt NOW ft CALL THI 
Bolloonmon 
352-6061 ~„lm. 
BEGIN YOUR FUTURE 
AS AN OFFICER. 
MILITARY SCIENCE 101 
Many college courses prepare 
you for a job in management. 
Sooner or later. But successfully 
completing Army ROTC will 
place you in a management job 
right after graduation. 
It's definitely not a 
trainee job. You could be 
accountable for millions 
of dollars worth of equip- 
ment. And responsible for 
many of the Army's top 
technicians. 
You might find your- 
self supervising a staff of 
computer programmers in 
Heidelberg. Missile tech- 
nicians in Korea. Or satellite 
trackers in Samoa. 
To qualify, you take 
a few hours of ROTC classes 
weekly, along with the 
subjects in your major. You'll 
receive financial assistance 
-$100amonth,uptD$1000 
a year—in your last two 
years. And you might even 
qualify for a scholarship. 
Contact Capt. Dave Wolf 
Dept. of Military Science 
372-8880 ARMYROTC 
B£ ALL YOU CAH re. 
Women seek inner energy 
by Caroline Longer 
staff reporter 
The Earth Daughters of the 
Women's Drum held a 
workshop Saturday to help 
participants get in touch with 
their inner energy. 
Amylee, an Iroquis teacher 
and apprenticing medicine 
woman, said that native 
Americans are in touch with 
the spirit and energy that 
dwells within and around 
them. She called the 
workshop a training ground 
for women to share In the 
power of the earth and 
woman power. 
Native Americans feel they 
choose the bodies they live in 
and those who have chosen to 
be women are the healers and 
midwives of the earth, Amy- 
lee said. Women follow a soft, 
nurturing, loving path 
whereas men follow the path 
of fire and agression. 
According to Amylee, the 
earth is changing its polariza- 
tion and is changing from the 
male force of creativity and 
entering the female energy of 
truth. 
"We have created things 
we don't know what to do 
with, such as nuclear waste, 
we are out of balance. In the 
new age we must examine 
everything we have done and 
find the truth in it, try to 
I that balance," Amylee 
Carol Aldridge, art re- 
sources librarian and an or- 
ganizer of the workshop, said 
that women's spirituality was 
a means of making changes 
in the planet by using good 
energy and picking up this 
energy was part of the pur- 
pose of the workshop. 
Amylee said that bringing 
these changes about required 
thought, visualization, word 
and action. She asked 
workshop participants to vi- 
sualize and talk about an 
evolving earth where there 
was no nuclear war. 
According to Amylee, pray- 
ers travel in smoke so trie 
workshop was begun by 
drenching participants in the 
smoke of cederwood, sage, 
tobacco and sweetgrass. 
The Daughters, who were 
dressed in indian-like cos- 
tumes, beat a drum to honor 
the four directions, which is a 
traditional part of women's 
Situals according to Mar- 
Bedard, sociology instruc- 
tor. 
"You are the truth, all you 
need lies within you, said Jo 
Oklessen, a workshop facili- 
tator from Strongsvule. She 
suggested that participants 
explore different avenues of 
growth until they find one 
that works every day. 
The workshop was spon- 
sered by Women for Women, 
Art Therapy and Womans 
Studies. 
Amylee, seated left, tells workshop participants about the new age that will come. BG News/Joe Phelan 
AAUP 
Continued from page 1. 
preliminary report has been cir- 
culated to all department chair- 
men, college deans and to the 
Faculty Senate, and is "now 
receiving comment," Olscamp 
said. 
Rock said some of the reac- 
tions to the report have been 
"very negative," but declined to 
list some of the specific com- 
plaints about the report 
According to the University's 
Academic Charter, the FWC 
"shall review annually, policies 
relating to faculty welfare, ... 
receive suggestions for change, 
(and) make recommendations 
through the Senate Executive 
Committee to the President and 
the Board of Trustees ..." 
The charter also authorizes 
the president and the vice presi- 
dents to form ad hoc (tempo- 
rary) committees. Ad hoc 
committees with elected faculty 
members in existence for more 
than two years must disband or 
petition the Senate Executive 
Committee to become perma- 
nent committees. 
■   3he <jfoumgement   \ I Hair, Skin and Nail Designers 
352-4101 
352-4143 
181 (B)S. Main 
Bowling Green 
20% OFF 
haircuts & perms 
Cindy, Annette, Chris, Judy, 
Diana, Shelley, Carol I 
expires 10-29-85 
rfRUTH 
When the North Atlantic 
Treaty Organization was 
formed in 1949, it was form- 
ed for one reason. To stop 
Soviet egression in Europe. 
It has done ao. 
TRUTH 
The past 35 yaara of peace 
have been one of the longett 
periods of European peace 
in recorded history. 
NATO. 
M*t 
Hsmlimi wsaiil. 
»tir»*ii,mi-i-«. 
KAPPA t SIGMA 
7 
PROUDLY ANNOUNCES M% v, ITS FALL '85 PLEDGE CLASS 
• 
Dean Bishop                 & Kvle Pullins 
Bill Downing                  t Carl Robinson 
Mike Drosos                ».f , Bruce Smith 
Mark Hogan               i Doug Smith 
Brent Hummell   ^^   m W      ToddSnow 
Walt Knislvv       ^i M m   Jim Spencer 
Tom Malloy            ^ W    Rich Teitz 
Brian Meulbrouck        j , f     Dave Thorn 
Sean Nolan                  "^ '          Tom Triscari 
Craig Parker Jeff Turner 
Phil Please Matt Villenauve 
Chip Powers 
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Indian influence evident 
Fall fashion emphasizes jewel-like colors, paisleys prints 
by Beth Thomas 
reporter 
—_r 
BG News/Joe Phdan 
Kelly Rozanski, junior fashion merchandising major, models an 
oversized shirt, covered with a tapestry vest. The outfit Is accessorized 
with a long strand of pearls, a brooch, an army surplus purse and a 
black pin-covered beret. The shirt, purse and brooch were all purchased 
from thrift stores. 
Major influences on this fall's 
college fashions are coming 
straight from India, according 
to the chairwoman for the Fash- 
ion Merchandising Association's 
(FMA) fall fashion show. 
"India is it!" said Stephanie 
Saba, senior art major and the 
chairwoman of the show, to be 
held Monday, Oct. 21, at 8 p.m. 
in the Student Services Forum. 
The influence of India is evi- 
dent in every aspect in fashion, 
she said, adding that the colors 
this season are the regal, deep jewel colors like purple, red. 
dark blue, black, green and 
gold. 
Paisley prints are another mo- 
tif from India. Classy or styled 
' " eys are appearing on every - 
from scarves and ties to 
pants, sweaters and 
The dominant fabrics this 
season are velvets, silks, and 
brocades, Saba said. Sweaters 
are being made from a much 
thicker, more textured 
material, with highly intricate 
designs, she said. 
ACCESSORIES ARE also 
playing a large role in the latest 
fashions. Broaches, berets, 
ropes of pearls and any kind of 
costume jewelry, including faux 
Cls by Chanel, are replacing 
year's trend toward mini- 
mal accessorizing, she said. 
Antiquity in jewels is also 
more popular man ever, she 
said. Wearing grandma's old 
rings or grandpa's gold watch 
makes an outfit all the more 
special, she explained. Saba 
cited the reason for this 
comeback as a more "feminine, 
sexy, body-conscious outlook in 
fashion." 
The Western look has become 
popular again, and India's look 
is being incorporated into it, she 
said. The familiar Levi's 501 
button-fly denims are hotter 
than ever and Levi's sales on the 
East Coast are up 75 percent, 
she said. She added that college 
students wear jeans 95-100 per- 
cent of the time. Saba predicts 
that denim jeans, skirts and 
Jackets printed with paisley pat- 
terns will be a hit later this 
season. 
She said the reason for this 
boom in the popularity of Levi's 
can in part be traced back to this 
summer's Bruce Springsteen 
craze. She also said the fact that 
Ieans are "durable and autnen- 
ic" make them appealing to 
college students. The final rea- 
son she cited was the new 
glossy-style television ads for 
the "501 Blues." 
"IMAGE IS being sold," she 
said. 
Angie Poure, sophomore jour- 
nalism major who works at 
Jeans and Things. 531 Ridge St.. 
agrees. She said that printed 
and plaid denim jeans are one of 
the hardest things to keep in 
stock. Paisley shirts, cable knit 
sweaters, padded shoulders and 
long cardigans are also big sell- 
ers. 
Another fashion trend with 
college students, Saba said, is 
the equestrian look. Stirrup 
pants have made a comeback, 
due in large measure to the 
influences of London and Ralph 
Lauren, she said. 
The best part of this year's 
styles, however, is the fact that 
clothes can be bought at an 
expensive department store, or 
a discount house, and no one will 
be able to tell the difference, 
Saba said. Thrift shops are pop- 
ular with those on a tight budget 
because daring clothes and ac- 
cessories can be purchased at a 
risk-free cost of only a few dol- 
lars, she said. 
"It's a good way to have fun 
and save money," she said. 
Pattern mixing, combining all 
of the popular styles in one out- 
fit, is the heart of this year's 
industry. Mixing colors and tex- 
tures make wearable, versatile 
combinations. Putting together 
two types of paislies, for exam- 
ple, or matching casual basic 
sportswear with elegant acces- 
sories are the most commonly 
seen outfits, said Saba. This 
concept appeals to college stu- 
dents because it allows for more 
flexibility and individuality, she 
added. 
The Oct. 21 show is free to the 
public and will feature a special 
section on thrift and student 
designers. 
Press here for a great 
data processing career. 
The right time.Tne right place. 
State Farm is hiring. 
If you're a senior with a data 
processing, computer science or 
math background, there may be 
a very special career opportunity 
waiting for you in one of the 
largest corporate data process- 
ing facilities in the country. 
There are actuarial and audit- 
ing jobs open, too. 
Blue Chip. Green light. State 
Farm is one of America's leading 
insurance companies. Through 
innovative marketing and a proud 
service tradition it has become 
the nation's leading auto and 
homeowner's insurer, and one of 
the top life insurance companies 
in the country. 
MDU'II receive expert training. 
You'll work on state-of-the-art 
data processing equipment \bu'll 
go as far and as fast as you can. 
Vbu couldn't have a more solid 
base to build a career on. 
Contact your campus 
Placement Director about 
State Farm today. 
Or visit the State Farm Re- 
cruiter. Our representative will 
be on campus 'Q-'B-SS  
Research gains prize 
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (AP) 
- Research into a rare defect 
in the body's internal control 
of cholesterol that won the 
Nobel prize for two Ameri- 
cans is opening up new strate- 
gies for understanding and 
defeating heart disease, the 
nation's Diggest killer. 
Drs. Michael Brown and 
Joseph Goldstein of the Uni- 
versity of Texas Health Sci- 
ence Center at Dallas 
unraveled a flaw in the bodies 
of people who are struck by 
heart attacks at unusually 
early ages. And in the proc- 
ess, they discovered a key 
mechanism for keeping the 
body's cholesterol levels in 
check. 
The Nobel Institute in 
Stockholm, Sweden, an- 
nounced yesterday that the 
two men, who were attending 
a conference in Cambridge, 
had won the 1965 Nobel Prize 
in medicine. 
One outgrowth of their re- 
search attempts to rid the 
load of dangerous amounts of 
cholesterol by tinkering with 
the built-in machinery that 
ordinarily scours it from the 
blood. 
However, their discoveries 
have also revealed important 
clues for understanding how 
the body's cells absorb vital 
nutrients and even how genes 
are constructed. 
The scientists' work has 
focused on people with hyper- 
cholesterolemia, an inherited 
disease that affects about 1 in 
500 Americans. The levels of 
cholesterol in their bloods- 
treams is far higher than 
normal, and they are prone to 
heart trouble. 
UNIVERSITY THEATRE 
PRESENTS 
FEIFFER'S PEOPLE 
October 16-19, 8:00 p.m. 
Joe E. Brown Theater 
University Hall 
Box Office opens at 7:00 p.m. 
For Information Call 372-2222 
PIZZA 
BROTHERS, inc. 
Home ofthr FoMoverl 
836 S. Main 
Bowling Green 3524408 
FREE DELIVERY 
I CAN'T BELIEVE YOU STILL 
HAVE NOT TRIED 
PIZZA BROTHERS BUFFET! 
Every Tuesday, Wednesday, 
Thursday and Saturday from 
4 to 10. Sample our famous 
Foldover and Italian Pizzas. 
ALL YOU CAN EAT ONLY $3.79 
Bring lhl$ od for on* fr— pop. dint in only. 
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANIES Homo Offices Btoomlnflion, Illinois An Equal Opportunity Employ* 
/J_U_ \ h 
Now, choose the eye color 
that's just right for you. 
Ask us about NaturalTint "soft 
contact lenses by Bausch&Lomb. 
Whan you wont to change your natural eye color, liven up 
your eyes with NaturalTint toft contact lenses. Available 
in crystal blue, aqua, jode and sable, they'll help you look 
your best while Improving your vision. Of course, the only 
way to find out how good you'll look is to try on a pair 
of NaturalTint lenses for yourself. Call us today for an 
appointment. 
Contact Specials ————— 
B S L Natural Tint Contacts '75.88 
B 8 L Extended Wear Contoctt '59.00 
Perma Flex Extended-Wear Contacts ..   .. '89.00 
Hydron Daily Wear Soft Lenses '39.88 
Professional Fees 8 Sterilization Extra 
Eyes Examined by Dr. S. ShlH 
Burlington Optical Inc. 
141* I. WeMter, Stsisi Pine, lewRs« Green 351-2533 
IMS S. Reynolds M.. Toledo MI-MM 
SIS3 Sytvenle Ave.. Toledo 472-1113 
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Poll declares 'too old* 
76-year-old Rhodes plans candidacy despite age 
COLUMBUS.(AP) - Two- 
thirds of the voters contacted in 
a Columbus newspaper poll be- 
lieve former Gov. James Rho- 
des, 76, is too old to run for 
governor again. 
The Columbus Dispatch poll, 
conducted by mail between 
Sept. 30 and Oct. 3, asked 844 
registered Columbus voters: 
"L» you think former Gov. 
James Rhodes, who is 76, is too 
old to run for governor again?" 
A total of 827 voters re- 
sponded, with 66 percent saying 
''yes" and 34 percent answering 
"no." 
Rhodes, who served as Ohio's 
governor for a total of 16 years, 
plans to announce his candidacy 
In the 1986 election at a luncheon 
at the Scioto Downs racetrack 
Nov. 9. 
Of the Democrats polled, 78 
percent said they believed the 
former governor was too old. 
Sixty-eight percent of respon- 
dents who said they had no party 
affiliation responded "yes" to 
the question. 
The Republicans who re- 
sponded were split on the issue, 
with 49 percent saying they 
thought Rhodes was too old and 
51 percent disagreeing. 
IN AN apparent attempt to 
defuse the age issue, Rhodes in 
September distributed results of 
a medical examination con- 
ducted just before his 76th birth- 
day showing him to be in 
excellent health. 
In a letter accompanying the 
report, Dr. Waldemar Bergen 
wrote that Rhodes appears 
"much younger than the stated 
age of 75 years." 
When asked if issuing the re- 
port was an attempt to hurdle 
the age issue, Rhodes said, "It's 
a way for me to ask everybody 
else (other candidates) to make 
theirs public." 
"The question is not who's the 
youngest or the oldest or who's 
the best looking," Rhodes said. 
"The question is who can do the 
Job. (Gov. Richard) Celeste has 
shown he cant handle the job." 
State Sen. Paul Pfeifer, R-Bu- 
cyrus, announced his candidacy 
for the nomination yesterday at 
his son's school in Bucyrus. Ohio 
Sen. President Paul Glllmor has 
indicated his Intention to run. 
Celeste also is expected to seek 
re-election. 
Pfeifer turns 43 today. Gillmor 
is 46. Celeste is 47. 
JAMES DUERK, an associate 
in Rhodes' development com- 
pany, said Rhodes will over- 
come the age issue. 
"The issue was there in 1974" 
when Rhodes returned to defeat 
then-Gov. John Gilligan, Duerk 
said. "By the sheer nature of his 
/campaign, he overcame those 
questions then. 
"I am confident that by the 
sheer nature of his campaign, 
he'll overcome them again this 
time. He has the body of a much 
younger man." 
Briefs 
Guards taken hostage, inmate injured during prison revolt 
LUCASVILLE, Ohio (AP) - Two guards at the 
state's maximum security prison at Lucasville 
were being held hostage by six inmates on the 
prison's toughest cell clock yesterday, and at 
least one inmate had been injured, the prison's 
superintendent said. 
A prison negotiator had been called to the J-l 
cell block to talk with the inmates, superinten- 
dent Terry Morris said. The incident began at 
about 1p.m. 
"As far as I know, the guards are okay," he 
said. 
Morris said he did not know whv the inmates 
took the guards hostage or how. Alan Chapman, 
a social worker at the prison, said one of the 
inmates was demanding to be taken out of state, 
but he did not know of any other demands. 
Prison officials said they did not know what, if 
any, weapons were used to take the guards 
hostage. They acknowledged that weapons 
could nave been from materials such as beds. 
(IT rolls out red carpet for president's Inauguration 
U.S. wants guerrilla leader 
Administration rebuffed by Italy, Yugoslavia 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Top 
Reagan administration law en- 
forcement officials insisted yes- 
terday that a Palestinian 
guerrilla leader accused of mas- 
terminding the Italian cruise 
liner hijacking be brought to the 
United States to face trial. 
But the administration, re- 
buffed earlier by Italy in an 
attempt to have Mohammed 
Abu el Abbas arrested, made no 
headway in getting his provi- 
sional arrest in Yugoslavia, pen- 
ding a formal extradition 
request. 
In fact, the Yugoslav news 
agency reported that Abbas was 
out of the country. The White 
House said it had no independent 
confirmation of that. 
However, CBS News said its 
correspondent in Tunis, Tunisia, 
had spoken to Abbas by tele- 
phone in Yugoslavia shortly be- 
fore 9 a.m. EDT-after the 
Palestinian leader was already 
said to have left. 
CBS quoted Abbas as saying 
that Yugoslav authorities had 
told him he could stay as long as 
he wanted. The network did not 
say how its correspondent knew 
that the man to whom he spoke 
was Abbas. 
THE STATE Department said 
the United States was asking 
Yugoslavia for confirmation 
that Abbas had left the country. 
The statement also said: "We 
have not yet received a response 
from the Yugoslav government 
to our request that Abbas be 
frovisionally arrested pending a 
ormal extradition request from 
the United States." 
"We've not had success in 
Yugoslavia at this moment, al- 
though discussions have contin- 
ued?'^ FBI Director William 
Webster acknowledged. 
"If, in fact, he's gone to an- 
other country, we'll continue to 
pursue our rights through Inter- 
pol and other organizations to 
enforce our criminal laws, 
which are entitled to respect by 
friendly nations elsewhere," he 
said. 
Abbas, also known as Abul 
Abbas, is close to Palestine lib- 
eration Organization chairman 
Yasser Arafat and heads a wing 
of the Palestine Liberation 
Front, one of the most violent 
factions in the PLO. He has 
denied that he was involved in 
the hijacking, in which an Amer- 
ican, Leon Klinghoffer of New 
York City, waskffled. 
ATTORNEY GENERAL Ed- 
win Meese said "there is no safe 
haven as far as we're con- 
cerned. We'll pursue Mr. Abbas 
as we would any other fugitive. 
He is an international crimi- 
nal." 
The administration last Fri- 
day got a federal judge here to 
issue a warrant for Abbas' ar- 
rest, charging that the PLF offi- 
cial violated U.S. laws in 
connection with the hijacking 
and the taking of hostages. 
The evidence presented was 
under seal yesterday, and the 
UJB. Courthouse was closed be- 
cause of Columbus Day. 
TOLEDO (AP) - A jeweled medallion and 
matching ceremonial mace, meals for thou- 
sands and plenty of pomp are being readied for 
the University of Toledo s inauguration of Pres- 
ident James McComas this week. 
More than 57,000 people were invited to the 
gala, which makes recent inaugurations in Ohio 
look low-key in comparison. 
Included in the affair will be a new 15-minute 
multimedia show on the university, the presen- 
tation of a $5,620 gold-and-silver, jeweled me- 
dallion,   and  the  traditional   procession   of 
academicians in formal robes. 
"It isn't a ceremony for him, it's really a 
celebration for the university as a whole." said 
Richard Edwards, chairman of the faculty 
senate. 
Some faculty members have questioned the 
cost of the event - which the university wont 
reveal - but most believe it is worth the ex- 
pense, Edwards said. 
Rich men, 'poor' men named in Forbes magazine survey 
NEW YORK (AP) - The richest of the rich in 
America is worth $2.8 billion, while the poorest 
of the rich checks in at a mere $150 million. But 
who's counting? 
Forbes magazine, that's who, and its 1985 list 
of the nation's 400 richest people is topped by 
Sam Moore Walton of Bentonville, Ark., who 
has made $2.8 billion through his Wal-Mart 
discount stores. 
Walton, who danced a hula on Wall Street last 
year when profit goals were met, replaced 
Gordon Getty, the front-runner for the past two 
years. Getty dropped to 15th. 
Getty's fortune was $4.1 billion last year, but 
he agreed to divide the family oil trust with 
other family members, leaving nim barely $960 
million. 
Second place went to Henry Ross Perot of 
Dallas, founder of Electronic Data Systems, 
who was $1 billion behind Walton. 
Eight Rockefellers remain on the list, along 
with the Kennedys, Hearsts and Hunts. 
$30 refundable tax credit would combat voter apathy 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Legislation that would 
provide a $30 refundable tax credit to taxpayers 
who vote in federal general elections is pending 
in the House after being introduced by an Ohio 
"The low percentage of voter turnout in 
federal elections has become a deplorable situa- 
tion in this country," Rep. John Seiberling, D- 
Ohio, said in written remarks delivered to the 
House on Friday. "Apathy on the part of eligible 
voters has soared, and more and more Ameri- 
cans seem to believe that their vote is not really 
important anymore." 
Seiberling said voter turnout in presidential 
elections has fallen from 62.8 percent in 1960 to 
53.3 percent in 1984. And despite a population 
increase of 21 percent, turnout in oft-yeai elec- 
tions fell from 43.5 percent in 1970 to 35.5 percent 
in 1978, he added. 
"The nationwide decline in voting should be of 
serious concern to anyone who believes in 
democracy," said Seiberling. 
Ohio rep. seeks shot-in-the-arm for immunization program 
WASHINGTON (AP) - A congressional reso- 
lution urging President Reagan to support 
greater access to immunization programs for 
children around the world is being pushed by an 
Ohio congressman. 
Rep. Tony Hall, D-Ohio, says that each year 
more than 4 million children die and another 5 
million are disabled from easily preventable 
diseases. 
"This means that every minute of every day, 
eight children die and 10 or more are hand- 
icapped from the effects of immunizable dis- 
eases," Hall said in remarks delivered to the 
House floor last week. "These tragedies need 
not occur." 
Less than 20 percent of the 90 million children 
born in developing countries are Immunized 
against measles, polio, tuberculosis, diphtheria, 
pertussis and tetanus, Hall said. 
Hall is chairman of the international task 
force of the House Select Committee on Hunger. 
He is also author of the Global Primary Health 
Care Act, a measure designed to target foreign 
aid toward cost-effective health care. 
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Sports #' iMibauk ee 
a On— 11111111. »■«. Falcons bombard Eastern, 42-24 
by Karl Smith 
sports editor 
YPSILANTI, Mich. - For the 
first half Saturday, Eastern 
Midiisan played like a pesky 
housefly. No matter how hard 
Bowling Green swatted at it, 
they kept coming back for more. 
Then, in one fell swoop, the 
Falcons flattened the Hurons en 
route to a 42-24 pasting of EMU. 
On the first drive of the second 
half, the Hurons marched 76 
yards and used 6:54. A 21-yard 
Mario Ferretti field goal gave 
EMU their only lead of the 
game, 17-14. 
After BG took possesion at the 
22-yard line, 15,204 watched in 
disbelief as Brian McClure 
stamped out the Huron's mo- 
mentum with a 78-yard scoring 
strike to Greg Meehan. The Fal- 
cons took a 21-17 lead and never 
looked back. 
"The turning point was when 
we control the ball for seven 
minutes and only get three 
points, then they come back and 
- Boom! - a long touchdown," 
EMU head coach Jack Harkema 
said. "For you to work that hard 
and only get three points and 
then bing-bing-bing, they score 
21 points, that's discouraging." 
Prior to that long bomb, BG 
had kept their passing game 
conservative. Meehan said this 
may have lulled the Hurons to 
sleep. 
"THE FREE safety kept 
sucking in throughout the game; 
we ran outs to (Stan) Hunter and 
he just came up biting on that 
route and I shook him off," he 
said. 
That may have been the Fal- 
cons biggest score, but it was far 
from being the last. 
Three minutes after Median's 
long touchdown, Bernard White 
scampered for a 30 yard score. 
Following an EMU fumble, 
White struck less than two min- 
utes later, this time from three 
yards out, making the score 35- 
"I don't think we lost our will 
to play, but the steamroller was 
going,'1 Harkema. 
The squads exchanged lone 
scores in the final period, BG 
tallying on a 64-yard bomb from 
McClure to Ken Rankin while 
the Hurons scored 34-yard strike 
from Ron Adams to Marcus 
Matthews. 
"Our team was under a lot of 
pressure after the first half," 
BG head coach Denny Stolz said. 
"But we knew there was no need 
to panic." 
STOLZ MAY have felt a need 
to panic after the Hurons tied 
the game with less than a min- 
ute remaining in the first half. 
The Hurons ran a reverse that 
saw flanker Marcus Matthews 
heaving a 56-yard scoring pass 
Bowling Green defensive backs Melvin Marshall (5) and Sean Dykes (15) leap as they 
attempt to Intercept a pass by Robert Gordon of Eastern Michigan Saturday. Neither 
Photo/Phil Masturzo 
Falcon snared the pass, which fell incomplete, but BG won In Ypsilanti, Mich.. 42 24 
to Don Vesling. 
"That razzle dazzle, 700-yard 
pass just isn't supposed to hap- 
pen,'' Stolz said. ''It put them 
right back in the game, it lit up 
the whole crowd and trie whole 
team; it was the single biggest 
play in the first half.1* 
McClure did more than light 
up the BG fans that made the 
game, he lit up the scoreboard. 
The senior signal-caller con- 
nected on eight of eight attempts 
in the third quarter for 123 
yards. He ended the game with 
320 yards, hitting 22 of 37 aerials 
for two touchdowns. 
"Our offensive lineman did a 
helluva job, they made me look 
good," McClure said. "Every- 
one's gunning for us with all the 
exposure, I feel like a marked 
man. Everyone wants to make 
the big hit on me or get me 
hurt" 
White handled most of the 
rushing chores, churning out 102 
Srds on 17 attempts and tying a 
d-American Conference re- 
cord, totaling four touchdowns, 
including the first two of the 
game. 
THE SENIOR tailback found- 
his way to the end zone twice in 
the first quarter, from five and 
eight yards out. EMU's Vesling 
answered with two tallies in the 
second quarter. 
Troy Dawson, 12 tackles in- 
cluding a quarterback sack, and 
Erik Johnson, 11 tackles, led the 
Falcon defense which held EMU 
to 136 yards. 
Jimmie Johnson led the EMU 
rushing attack with 95 yards 
while Robert Gordon completed 
10 of 17 passes for 95 yards. 
The Falcons remained unde- 
feated, W and 40 in the MAC 
and face likewise undefeated 
Central Michigan next week at 
home. The Hurons fell to 2-3 and 
1-2 in conference play. 
BG icers sweep 
FSC in opener 
by Karl Smith 
sports editor 
For the first time in Bowl- 
ing Green history, the hockey 
team opened the season with 
a road win. 
The Falcon icers dumped 
Ferris State twice this week- 
end in Big Rapids, Mich., 
winning 5-3 Saturday and 4-3 
Friday. 
"Ferris State is a much 
improved team, so sweeping 
a series against them on the 
road is a significant accom- 
pushmnet." BG head coach 
Jerry York said. 
Despite starting the season 
undefeated, the weekend was 
not all good news as sopho- 
more defenseman Scott Pal- 
uch suffered a hairline 
fracture on his left wrist dur- 
ing the first shift of the sea- 
son, according to Ferris State 
x-rays. Palucn plans to have 
other x-rays taken before a 
decision on his status is 
made. 
The Falcons roared out to a 
4-1 lead in Saturday's contest 
and never looked back. 
Junior Rob Urban scored 
only 57 seconds into the game 
when he tipped in a Brian 
Meharry pass. Meharry, a 
sophomore, extended his 
scoring streak to nine 
straight games, reaching 
back to last year. 
AFTER THE Bulldogs tied 
the game, BG rattled off 
three consecutive goals be- 
fore the first period ended. 
Iain Duncan (assisted by 
Mark Lori and Paul Yse- 
baert), Jamie Wansbrough 
Junassisted) and Brian Me- 
lee (Wansbrough) did the 
honors. 
FSC pulled within one goal 
early in the final period, but 
Duncan (assists to Meharry 
and Ysebaert) netted his sec- 
ond score with a power play 
goal at 9:59. 
Goalie Gary Kruzich had 28 
saves. 
FSC grabbed an early lead 
Friday but the Falcons domi- 
nated the second period to 
gain the win. 
The Bulldogs scored in the 
first period on a short handed 
goal while BG was shutout in 
the first period of the year. 
Ysebaert broke the scoring 
drought for the Falcons. 
Wansbrough stole a FSC 
pass and sent it to Ysebaert 
lor a one-on-one breakaway 
which resulted in a BG score. 
Mark Lori netted his first 
score as a Falcon, cashing in 
from Ysebaert. Defenseman 
Doug Claggett equaled his 
careergoaltotal with his sec- 
ond BG score on a slapshot 
during a Falcon power play. 
The Bulldogs tied the game 
with two third period goals. 
Junior defenseman Toad Fli- 
chel grabbed a FSC clearing 
pass with 15 seconds remain- 
ing and passed to Wans- 
brough. Wansbrough pulled a 
defenseman and the goalie 
out of position and slipped the 
puck to Flichel who tapped 
the puck in. 
"Todd Flichel's steal at 
center ice was a big league 
play," York said. 
'It was a great win." he 
continued. "Away from borne 
and in that fashion, it was an 
excellent way to start the 
season. 
BG hosts Lake Superior 
State College this weekend at 
the BG Ice Arena. 
White looks stylish in any uniform 
by Tom Reed 
assistant sports editor 
YPSILANTI. Mich. - Bernard White 
loves sporting fancy clothes. In fact, he 
wouldn't mind modeling for an ad in 
Gentlemen's Quarterly. 
But the way he looked Saturday 
night. White could've done a testimo- 
nial for Oxydol. 
White, who fashions himself as the 
best-dressed person on campus, was 
covered with mud after the Bowling 
Green-Eastern Michigan game. 
However, the tailback doesn't mind 
getting his uniform dirty, especially 
after registering a performance like 
the one in BC7s 4244 victory. The 
Pittsburgh native rushed for 102 yards, 
caught six passes for 48 more and 
scored four touchdowns. 
"This was definitely my best game of 
the season, both running and catching 
the ball," White said. "I ran with a lot 
of intensity." 
Despite being a fashion plate, White 
said the poor field conditions at Ry- 
nearson Stadium didn't bother him. 
"I UKE A fast track, but a muddy 
field is all right too," White said. 
"Besides this is how football should be 
played, slopping around in the mud like 
aturday, the 5-9, 202 lb. senior ran 
through the Hurons like a greased pig. 
"Our defense couldn't get a handle 
on the little guy," EMU coach Jim 
Harkema said. 
White proved particularly elusive on 
his 30-yard TD run late in the third 
quarter which gave BG a 28-17 lead. 
With 3:42 left, White slipped two 
tacklers at line of scrimmage, shed a 
linebacker in the open field, and 
dodged a defensive back as he galloped 
to the left corner of the end zone. 
"That TD run was great," BG's 
Brian McClure said, 'lie must of 
bounced off four or five tacklers." 
A minute later, White scored his 
fourth TD on a three-yard run. The TD 
was his 11th of the year. He leads the 
nation in this category, one ahead of 
Auburn's Heisroan Trophy candidate 
Bo Jackson. 
"At the start of the year I said I 
would lead the nation in TD's," White 
said. "So, Bo Jackson you had better 
watch out." 
WHITE'S IK-YARD effort gives him 
529 for the season. He is second in the 
Mid-American Conference behind Mi- 
ami's George Swarn who has 566 
yards. 
Last year, White entered the MAC as 
an unknown transfer from Ventura 
College in California. However, he 
gained national recognition by rushing 
for 1,036 yards. He plans a repeat 
performance this season. 
"Last year I shocked the world," 
White said. "When it's all said and 
done I will get 1,000 yards again this 
year." 
But White is not just a good runner, 
his pass catching skills make him a 
double threat. In 1984, White became 
the third player in NCAA history to 
rush for 1,000 yards and catch at least 
50 passes. So far this year, he has 28 
receptions for 208 yards. 
"He is so dangerous because he is a 
multi-purpose back. He can run and 
can catch passes," McClure said. "To- 
night, he really looked good out there." 
But White looks best when wearing 
his f 1,000 gold chain. $80 polo sweater, 
86 argyle socks which are covered by a 
pair of $158 lizard shoes. 
"I love dressing up," White said. "I 
like looking Uke a million bucks." 
A couple more gold chains and hell 
be approaching that seven-digit figure. 
WHITE CREDITS his chic appear- 
ance to his mother, Bemadine. White 
said when he was young his mother 
dressed him like Richie Rich. 
"I look at the old pictures and my 
mom always had me looking real 
fine," White said. "I guess mat is 
where I get my GQ look from." 
While White claims to be the undis- 
puted best dresser on the Falcons, he 
does have challengers to the crown, 
namely defensive back Sean Dykes. 
"Bernard is a good dresser,'1 Dykes 
said. "But the bottom line is, I'm a 
• continued on page 10. 
lllustratk>n/PhU Masturzo 
Bernard White models his clothes for work and play 
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Men finish fourth but 
Sink wants more consistency 
by Jeff McSherry 
sports reporter 
Bowling Green's mens' cross 
country team has been trying to 
solve a puzzle since the begin- 
ning of the season. The solution 
to their riddle, however, is still 
to be found. 
The Falcon men are searching 
for strong performances from 
all of their runners in one meet. 
Their outings so far this year 
have not been a total team effort 
in terms of everyone finishing 
well. Coach Sid Sink is also 
I with the mens' prob- 
"For some reason we're not 
consistent," Sink said. "As a 
team, we're not getting all of our 
cylinders running together." 
This weekend was no excep- 
tion for the men. Although the 
harriers finished 4th out of 38 
teams at the Ohio Intercolle- 
White 
(Continued from page 9.) 
better dresser. My clothes fit 
perfect, they look tailor made. 
Bernard he wears weird col- 
ors." 
White disagrees. 
"Sean thinks be dresses better 
than me, but he's not even in the 
same league," White said. 
"Look at these Yves St. Laurent 
designers, and how about this 
leather hat..." 
giatea, there was still disap- 
pointment among the team. 
"We were agressive by going 
out fast," Sink said. "But then 
we fell apart after the two-mile 
mark. We could have finished 
second as a team." 
OHIO STATE won the team 
title with 59 points, followd by 
Miami 81, Malone 89, and BG 
with 92. Kurt Klodnick of OSU, 
won the individual title with a 
time of 24:06 over the five-mile 
course. 
The Falcon men were led by 
Dave Mora who finshed 7th in 
24:33 and Tom Franek who 
placed 9th. By running to top ten 
finishes, Mora and Franek were 
named to the All-Ohio team. 
"OSU ran a super outstanding 
race on their home course (in 
Columbus)," Sink said. 
The Falcon coach also note- 
dthe outstanding efforts of Ju- 
nior Dean Monske and freshman 
Fred Henderson, who is a sur- 
prise for the harriers. Early in 
the season, two freshmen John 
Hickman and Mike McKenna, 
also turned in some fine perfor- 
mances. 
"It has been very encouraging 
to see our freshmen doing so 
well for us," Sink said. 
There has also been continual 
Improvement j»m«ig the mens' 
squad according to Sink. Todd 
Nichols has been running well 
and the men seem to be closing 
In on a strong team outing. With 
the Mid-American Conference 
meet coming up in three weeks, 
the harriers are quickly trying 
to solve their inconsistency 
problem. 
"The meets that count are 
coming up," Sink commented. 
This weekend the men will 
travel to Kalamazoo, Michigan 
to compete in the Central Colle- 
giate Championships. 
Bears are best 
The Chicago Bears are the 
National Football League's new- 
Puffs ■ 
Pizza 
Medium 2 
Item Pizza 
$5 
we deliver 
440 E. Court 
', 352-1596! 
V. J 
Forget that they've won noth- 
ing more than last year's NFC 
Central title; forget that the Los 
Angeles Rams also are 6-0. 
Remember only that the 
Bears humbled the NFL's desig- 
nated dynasty, the San Fran- 
cisco 49ers, 26-10 Sunday-on the 
49ers' own turf at Candlestick 
Park. They were thee 
knocking off the champ and i 
champions aren't champion 
anymore, then the Bears must 
be. 
For one week, at least 
"They're the best team in the 
league right now," San Fran- 
cisco cornerback Eric Wright 
said after the Bears avenged the 
23-0 defeat administered by the 
49ers in the NFC title game last 
eir. ."They have a quar- 
back that pumps them up and 
a cornerback that keeps the 
pressure on." 
"We were a great team last 
year," 49ers Coach Bill Walsh 
added. "They were a great team 
on Sunday." 
Indeed, the Bears were domi- 
nant. 
They scored on their first four 
possessions - a touchdown and 
three field goals - to take a 16-0 
lead that San Francisco could 
never overcome. 
They more than doubled the 
49ers" total yardage - 372 to 183 - 
almost the exact reverse of the 
387-186 in the game last year. 
Sweetest Day Specials 
Floral Originals by Gte(J0>UJ Scafte 
(formerly the Greeting Exchange) 
332-3148 
318 E. Woaeter 
We deliver 
Sweetheart Roses 
1 Dozen Arranged «>9e95 
3 Carnation Bud 
vase and Mylar balloon   $7.95 
Dozen Carnations Boxed, 
Box of Candy $10.95 
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"Jutt a thort walk from campus." 
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Women defend Ohio title 
Collas sets school record to lead Falcon harriers 
by Jeff McSherry 
sports reporter 
The recent terrorism in the 
Middle East is comparable to 
Sara Collas' tactics for Bowling 
Green's cross country team this 
year. 
While the senior tri-captain 
hasn't hijacked any airplanes or 
taken any hostages, Collas has 
"terrorised" her opponents with 
her running. Her consistently 
high finishes have gained her 
the utmost respect from the 
competition. This weekend was 
no exception. 
Collas set the BG school re- 
cord this weekend ta winning the 
Ohio IntercoUegiates in Colum- 
bus while helping the women 
defend their team title for the 
third straight year. Collas' time 
of 17:12.6 for 5,000 meters broke 
the old record which was held by 
her senior teammate, Joann 
Weigert. 
"This was a very fast course," 
Collas said. "In fact, Joann set 
the record here. I was pretty 
relaxed until the third mile, but 
then I had to work a little." 
COACH SID Sink noted that 
Collas ran by herself after she 
Sara Collas 
pulled away at the half-mile 
mark and that her time could- 
have been even better. 
"I figured she would get the 
ecoroV'  Sink  said.   "If   she 
would have been pressured she 
might have finished in 17:00. 
The second place finisher (Pam 
Kerth of Ohio State) was nearly 
S seconds back." 
Jill Soster, who finished ninth, 
Suzie Dieters and Lori Grey who 
finished Uth according to Sink, 
were the keys to the Falcon 
victory. Of the 29 teams compet- 
ing, BG won with 64 points fol- 
lowed by: OSU 85, Miami 89, 
Kent State 109, Ashland 127, 
Akron 149, Ohio University 163 
and Toledo 274. 
"Our first four runners ran 
well," Sink said. "We ran so 
aggressive in the first two miles 
that I knew we had the race 
pretty well won." 
The win was especially sweet 
for the women harriers because 
they avenged an early season 
loss to Miami. Collas said that 
she felt that Sink was very ner- 
vous about the meet, but that 
she was "very confident and felt 
we could win." 
"Any time you can win the All- 
Ohio it's a great accomplish- 
ment, "Sink commented. "It's 
not an easy thing to do." 
The women are idle this week- 
end, but will be home against 
Eastern Michigan and Michigan 
the following weekend (October 
21). The meet begins at 11:00 
a.m. and will be run at Forest 
Creason Golf Course. 
~9BeeBBeHi* 
AEBIALPURSUITi; 
McClure 
Brian McClure's chase of 
Doug Flutle's NCAA passing 
yardage continued against 
Eastern Michigan with 320 
yards. McClure remained 
sixth on the all-time list, 146 
yards behind Mark Herrman 
of Purdue (1977-80). 
McClure needs to average 
307.4 yards per game to tie 
Flutie's mark. 
Flutle 10,979 
McClure 9.042 
Yards to tie    1,537 
Latest effort: 320 yards 
Next    opponent:    Central 
Michigan 
Flutle 
Attention Students Taking 
Finance Courses 
in the Spring Semester'86 rSo*~0"FF. 
Finance 300 
Section #1429 
TIME CHANGE FOR 
Spring Semester 
Class will meet from 
4:3O€:00 Mon. & Wed 
Finance 450 
Section #1436 
TIME CHANGE FOR 
Spring Semester 
Class will meet from 
6:00-9:00 Monday 
Any •mall 10" ell 
1Mb 
l"TZZO oplN4Pm 
1U-MM 
VOTED BEST PIZZA IN B.C.   | 
Introduces 
price Hors (Toeuvres, Appetizers 
& Pizzes 
Monday-Thursday 
9:00 p.m.41:00 p.m. 
"Aspen Welcomes 19 year olds 
with the largest selection of Domestic 
1& Imported Beers in Town." 
MBGa CASUAL DRESS ACCEPTABLE 
!<»■>■ 
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Smith's homer 
beats Dodgers 
ST. LOUIS (AP) - Ozzie 
Smith, the least likely man in 
the St. Louis lineup, homered 
with one out in the ninth inning 
to give the Cardinals a 3-2 vic- 
tory over Los Angeles in the 
pivotal fifth game of the Na- 
tional League playoffs yester- 
day. With the victory, the 
Cardinals swept the three 
games in their home park and 
took a 3-2 lead as the in the best- 
of-aeven series moves back to 
Los Angeles. 
The homer came on an 0-1 
pitch from Tom Niedenfuer and 
was the first that the switch- 
hitting Smith has hit batting left- 
handed in 2,968 career at-hats. 
He had only six homers this 
season. 
After an off day, the series 
resumes tomorrow night at 
Dodger Stadium. In a rematch 
of Game 2, won by the Dodgers 
8-1, Los Angeles will start right- 
hander Orel Hersluser, a Bowl- 
ing Green product, against the 
Cardinals' Joaquin Andujar. 
In and out of trouble, 
left-hander Fernando Va 
zuela finally left after throwing 
132 pitches through eight in- 
nings, and Niedenfuer, who 
saved Game 1 for Valenzuela, 
came in to pitch. 
Tommy Hen- gave the Cardi- 
nals their only two other runs in 
the game with a two-run double 
in the first inning, and Madlock 
evened it up in the fourth. It was 
the most closely contested game 
of the series. In fact, it was the 
only game decided after the 
sixth inning and only the second 
game of the playoffs decided 
after the third. 
The winning pitcher was Car- 
dinal bullpen ace Jeff Lahti, the 
fourth St. Louis pitcher of the 
day, who retired the Dodgers in 
order in the ninth. 
Valenzuela pitched eight in- 
nings, giving up four hits and 
two runs with seven strikeouts 
and eight walks. 
(JT ticket info 
Due to heavy advance sale for 
the November 16 Bowling 
Green-Toledo football game at 
Doyt L. Perry Field, no more 
west  side  general  admission 
tickets will be sold, according to 
the BG Athletic Department. 
Plenty of east side bench re- 
served, east side general admis- 
sion and end zone tickets remain 
on sale. 
Student general admission 
tickets, normally go on sale the 
week of a borne game, will go on 
sale Oct. 28. West side adult and 
youth general admission tickets 
go on sale Nov. 4. 
All-Sports Passes will not be 
accepted for admission on game 
day. Instead, students must pre- 
sent their All-Sports Pass at 
Memorial Hall Ticket Office be- 
ginning Monday, Oct. 28 in order 
to obtain a ticket. 
Students who pick up tickets 
with their AU-Sports Pass will be 
guaranteed admission to the 
game. 
Laxers perfect 
The Falcon club lacrosse team 
raised its record to 2-fl with a 10- 
4 thrashing of Kent State under a 
continuous downpour Saturday. 
The BG laxers fell behind 
early, but under a unrelentless 
attack, the Falcons forced the 
Flashes into defensive mistakes, 
resulting in Falcon goals. 
BG's offense was led by Kevin 
Cunningham, who netted five 
goals. Tom Fisher added three, 
Scott Hoyt and Tim Wojcik each 
scored once. 
Jim Gavarone was the Fal- 
cons' winning netminder for the 
second time this season. 
The Falcons host Toledo 
Thursday and Dayton Saturday. 
BG blanked 
by Evansville 
Falcons' record falls to 2-6-4 
by Ron Fritz 
sports reporter 
The statistics tell the whole 
story of Bowling Green's soc- 
cer teams' 4-0 loss to 
Evansville, the sixth-ranked 
team in the nation, last Sun- 
day on the road. 
Consider that the Falcons 
were whistled for 35 fouls 
compared to the Aces' 12, 
Evansville out-shot BG 12-5 
and had four more corner 
kicks than the Falcons. These 
stats led directly to the most 
important numbers - the 
score. 
"Both teams had the same, 
poor officiating," BG coach 
Gary Palmisano said. "But 
we let the officiating affect us 
while Evansville just kept 
playing." 
Palmisano said his team 
wasn't able to take control in 
the game. 
"We weren't able to get in 
rhythm. It was a very frus- 
trating afternoon." he said. 
"Not a whole lot of soccer was 
being played from our end." 
The Aces, who are now 11-0- 
1, scored two goals in the first 
half. Jack Mitchell scored at 
the 10:40 mark unassisted 
from about 15 yards out. At 
20:43, Mick Lyon scored off a 
long throw-in which BG 
wasn't able to clear out of the 
defensive end. 
Evansville scored two more 
goals in the second half off of 
penalty kicks. Lyon put the 
first one by Falcon goal- 
keeper Jeff Vincent at 73:20 
and Danny Diedrich got the 
other one at 79:06. 
"REALLY AT that point in 
the game the two penalty 
kicks didn't matter because 
the game had already gotten 
out of hand," Palmisano said. 
" If we would have been able 
to score to make it 2-1, then 
we could have put pressure on 
Evansville and the calls 
would have made a differ- 
ence." 
Vincent made three saves 
while Evansville goalkeeper 
John Holliwil earned the shut- 
out with three saves of his 
own. 
Palmisano said the Fal- 
cons, now 2*4, need some- 
thing positive to happen to 
them. 
"And I can't think of any- 
thing better than a win at 
Ohio State," he said referring 
to BG's game next Sunday. 
"Maybe a win there could 
create a domino effect for the 
remaining six games." 
Hld-Am«lcan Conhraoc lUMIng. 
MAC    onfall 
WL WL 
Bnritaf Oraaa 441 M 
Carnal Michigan 30 10 
Miami J-l M 
Ball Slau J-2 31 
IWa Suit l'l ?1 
Noithtni llllnolm l-l 14 
Eaal.m Michigan 12 M 
OhloU O-J 01 
Waalam MKhlfan 03 OS 
ToMo 0-3 M 
SaUuday-i aamatt 
■maiOn-n laalaraWlrila.ii 14 
Miami 26 • Totado l< 
Ball StM« 36 - Ohio U 23 
Camral Michigan 24 Wanarn Michigan 17 
Kant Slate S2 . Taua-EI Paao 24 
HAIR UNLIMITED 
Family Hair Care & Tanning Center 
143 W. Wooster 353-3281 
H€pi 
PRECISION HAIR CUT Regular $9.00 
NOW ONLY $6.00 w/coupon 
Includes shampoo 
■_!_.•■«■■ * blow dry Expires 10-21-85 
Our undergraduate officer commissioning program 
gives you the opportunity to get more than a BA or 
B.S. It gives you a chance to get a career started plus 
■ Earn $100 a month during the school year 
■ Lets you take civilian flying lessons 
■ As a freshman or sophomore, 
lets you complete your basic 
training during two six-week 
summer sessions 
■ Lets you get in line for one of our graduate programs 
as a junior 
So, if you're looking for a chance to lead, check out 
the Marine Corps undergraduate officer pro- 
gram. You could start off making more 
than $17,000 a year^ 
from the start. 
Were looking tota towgoodmen. 
Sw Cipt Power or Lt BOTPMW Oct 14,15,16 it MM Student Union or call collect (313) 668-2211. 
Spikers lose 
Pitt dumps Falcons in three straight 
by Tom Skomtvttz 
sports reporter 
The Bowling Green volleyball 
team found the city of Pitts- 
burgh no more hospitable Satur- 
day than the Cleveland Browns 
do on any given Sunday. 
The Falcons were routed by 
Pittsburgh in the Steel City in 
three games, 15-7,15-4,1M. 
It was not destined to be the 
Falcons night from the start 
The Panthers were ranked In the 
top 20 in the Mideast region with 
an 184 record, while BG, now 5- 
8, was coming off a three-game 
losing streak. 
If fee odds weren't on Pitt's 
side already, playing their best 
match of the season certainly 
didn't hinder their cause. 
"Pitt was tough serving and 
blocked shots well," BG coach 
Denise Van de Walle said. 
"Their coach told me it was the 
best their team has played all 
year." 
Van de Walle said the Falcons 
could have prevented the loss if 
BG would have played as well 
they have inthe past. 
"Pitt was beatable. We did not 
r up to our potential," Van de 
The Falcons season is now at 
it's midpoint and unless play is 
improved, the second half will 
start in a «itnii»r fashion to the 
first half finish. 
BG NOW has two Infamous 
streaks which may get bigger as 
the week goes on. The Falcons 
have lost 4 matches in a row and 
7 games in a row. 
BG faces Michigan State to- 
night at 7:00 in Anderson Arena 
and conclude a three-mater 
homestand this weekend against 
Mid-American Conference pow- 
erhouses Northern Qlinlos and 
Western Michigan. 
Despite the brutal schedule 
this week, Van de Walle said it is 
not time to throw in the towel. 
"I'm not worried. Any day 
now it will change," Van de 
Walle said. "We're tired of los- 
% tan de Walle's remedy for 
winning is asking her players to 
look back cm the first half of the 
1965 sea on. 
"I told them this it the mid- 
point and if you're not pleased 
with the way you've played then 
do something about It, Van de 
Walle said. ?'We'U be ready to 
take the court tomorrow night 
(tonight)." 
THIS IS SQUASH! 
Beginning Wed.. Oct. 16, a 
series of films will be shown in 
the SRC-TV lounge from 7:00- 
7:30 p.m., every Wednesday for 
six weeks. 
See you there 
*% 
Buy your sweetheart 
a rose!       #te 
Sweetest Day Rose Sale   ^p 
and Raffle through        ^^ 
Wed., Oct. 16, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
$1.50 / rose and a free chance in a raffle for dinner for 2 at 
Aspen, Sundance, and Tradewinds 
Roaes will be hand de- 
livered on campus. 
Fofaoeafanulioi 
at mm 
www 
AAeadowview Courts 
Apartment 
Call now of 352-1195 
•Two Bedroom Unfurnished 
$265 plus gas and electric 
Landlord pays water and sewage 
All residents have the privilege of 
using The Cherrywood Health Spa 
located at fl* and High St. 
Hours: Mon.-Fr1.9-4:30 214 Napoleon Rd. 
Have You Told Her Lately? 
I" you r*y#f> t  hft t • «wl Vw W* My it ttt yOu 
nape* 
I LOVEYOU 
Gift Wrapped At No Charge 
Each letter contributes to the unique design ot this 
nand-ctafleO pendant by J & C Ferrara 
We have it in two sizes. 
All on matching chains 
^ JEWEXKV>TOR* 
Mon.-Tuea.-Wed.-Frl.       10-5:30       Phone 
Thar. 10-8 Sat. 10-5 353-6691 
Classifieds 
PLACEMENT SCHEDULE 
October 15. 1885 
Pacement BuMn '3. October 16. 1988 
ScheduMng Oe^OMpue ewenriew 
Appointments 
The flrBI day ol signups tor WlfWrt during 
tw period ol October 28. 1*86 through 
Novembers. 1988 wB be held on Wednesday. 
Octobar 18 at 4 00 pm In the North Eaat 
Commona Al rsgretrenta must have a First 
Choice Interview Card In order to participate n 
the flrat day ol signups After the Aral day. 
atudents and etumnliee may sign-up lor Inter- 
views trom 8:00am to 5 00 p m at Unrverarty 
Placement Servlcea. 360 Student Servlcea 
Buksng 
A Credential Form mual be aubmltted tor each 
Iraervtaw acheduled at the time ol exjn-up 
■ tor ay reaaon you cannot keep your appoxil 
merit, pteeae eel lha Unlyeralty Placement 
Servlcea Office no later than 9 00 a m one 
work day betore your acheduled mlervtew. The 
1ets|ilMrS number re 372-2358 Faflure to do 
ao wi be conakjered insufficient notice Two 
Mumclent nonces vrl be considered a "no- 
show*' and reeut In forfeiture ol algn-up prtv- 
iegea tor the next recruiting period 
No Shoo Policy 
Faflure to appear lor a acheduled Interview wfl 
reel* In mmedrate suspension ol your signup 
privileges tor the next recruiting period You are 
required to send a ratter ol apology to lha 
employer and las a copy ot true letter with the 
Unrverarty Placement Services Any student 
who twice tefls to honor the* interview commit- 
ments w* be denied Wletvtewlng privileges lor 
the remainder ol the academic year 
Pizza Hut. ex. 
Toledo Hospital 
Tuesday, November I 
Arbys. re. 
Metropoetan Ute Insurance Co 
Onane Computer LOrery Center. he. 
Ptzia Hut, Inc. 
Wednesday, remember ( 
Camerot Muelc. Inc 
Crowe. Crank ( Company. CPAs 
KMart Corporation 
Ohio Edleon Company 
fl.fl. Oonneflay end Sone Company 
Savages Associates 
Frldey. November • 
Prudantiel Fmencrel Servicea 
Red Root rev*. Inc 
WsUr ■ Computer Servtoee  
CAMPUS AND CITY EVENTS 
• • • NOTICE • • • 
Spoaght Preeentettone Oder valuable 
intormeeon about career oaths, detailed 
position reaponsrbeties and organizational 
phageophy  Al students scheduling interviews 
are strongly encoursged to attend 
sppropnate spotsghts Spottght presentations 
are ueuely held In the Unrverarty 
Placement Services recruiter 
lounge at 7 PM. To enter the Student 
Servtcee Bufldrig n the evening. 
use the petlo entrance 
Monday. October 28 
Art/on, Be. 
Beatrice Grocery Group 
Central rrtsragenco Agency 
Emal 1 Wtxnney 
Tuesday, October 2» 
Artron, rrc 
Burke Marketing Servlcea. Inc. 
Central Irtefltoence Agency 
Heuaeer a Taylor 
Owens-Oomng Ftisrgrass Corp 
Socwl Security AdrrwilstrBtlon 
Wedneedey. October 30 
Bank One. Cleveland. NA 
Burke Marketing Services   Inc. 
Cese Western Reserve University 
B.F Goodrich Company 
The Limited 
TlKiredey. October 31 
Arthur Andersen 4 Company 
The May Dept Slorea Company 
Friday, Ho iamb it 1 
Kent Slate University 
• • ATTENTION AMA MEMBERS ■ ■ 
Formal Meeting 
Tueeday. Oct. 16 
7 30pm 
115 Education 
Speaker: Mr Al Lautenelager 
• • Meed Corporeeon • • 
ATTINTION ASM, less Qerwme rUgr-ae, 
Gemma tola Sigma. Hearth Care Club, Mi- 
nority  business  student   Aseoc., and  PtU 
Alpha Delta: Pleeae provide the CGA Office ol 
the Dean with the name of your Dean's Advisory 
Council rspreaentstrve The next OAC meeting 
la Tuaeday. October 18 at 4 00 p m In 372 
BA.  
Altenaten Idecatton aetjars: 
ONo Student Education Aseocletlonl Meet- 
ing tonight 1:00. Olsh Tneeler. Be mere I 
BGSU SKATING CLUB 
TONIGHT 8 to 10 p.m. 
ICE ARENA  
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
DEAN'S ADVISORY COUNCIL MEETING 
TUESDAY. OCTOBER 16 
4.00 p.m. 
372BAB»a  
EDUCATION MAJORS' 
Ohio Student Education Association la tor you 
Meet others awn more, and get Involved wttfl 
O.S.E.A. Come to 410 Ed tor more Inlormeflon 
or attend our second meeting TOtsttHT at 
8 00Qleh Theater  
Joumaflern 300 apufceebna wB be a'MjeiASIu' 
untj October 18 m Room 302 ol Weal Hal. 
STUOENT PERSONNEL ASSOC. astETrNG 
WED. OCT 16. 110BA 
Spaeker wB be Richard Renrner. Director ol 
Personnel Support Servtoee. New members 
welcome  
•LtreTVERSITY PLAYERS' 
Meeting on Wedneedey. Oct. 18 si 6:00 p m 
In the Joe E   Brown theatre 
New Members Welcome  
Women In Communrcetlone. ex. wB hold a brief 
buarreee meeting tonight tl 203 West Hal al 
7:30 pm Refreshments wB be served Open 
Pel  
University Writing Center and SluOy Skins 
Center Workshops Ocl 14th and I8lh focus- 
wg on the Pertrqiaph 7 to 8:30 Mondays end 
Wed. Oct. 14 and 16 lecture end textbook 
notetaklng 3 30 to 5 on Men and Wed 303 
Moeary. 372-2221  
LOST AND FOUND 
FOUND Jepaneee/Engesh Dictionary Inquire 
et Fefcon House. 140 E Wooater Or Cafl 362- 
3610.  
LOBT Brack end Baje take Sweet Jeoket 
Dropped leal Wed night ratter 11:00 p.m. 
between Wendy a and aororlty houses If found 
cafl 362-7424. Pleeee te-aum 8*  
Lost: Tan Bod Jeoket. Mam Library leal Tuee. 
anpot-tant senernensal vekje. Pleeae cafl 382- 
6266 or drop otl at BO News Office  
LOST: WhJee and orange kitten on October 6 
near Second Street  rl round pleeee return to 
609 Second St or cafl 362-3093  
Found. Requetbsfl racquet on the wafltway 
between Student Servtoee end Kreiecher 
Quad Cafl to deecrtbe, 2-3673.  
RIDES 
Snare RMe Toledo - B.Q 8-5 Cal 475-9516 
eiretiariBe.  
Fide aiaeatli to Charreialrrn-Urbene SB-sole 
en Oct. IHI, cell MJ-4047. You help pay 
Bee. Rasaee ne sawoklno.  
Pregrstnt? Conoama?  Free pregnsney  leal 
ObteceVe trrtormeboii. Csfl NOW. 354 HOPE 
HtSUMES AND COVER LETTERS 
prolsseloneeV wrtlen tor et re-ads 
Very reeeorvebte 352 3744 
PERSONALS 
ATTmjOE ADJUSTMENT NIGHT 
You erways get change beck 
trom your doflar on Tueadays 
wefl orHu) — SO* 
Lsleet dence wjeoe 
MAM ST. 
362-3703 
ALL BQ MEN   BEWAREIII 
Kidnap week is here, no doubt 
So ysfl better watch out' 
Put on your duds, and get your gun. 
'Cause you're In tor a lot ol tun! 
Yee-hawt 
 The Dee ( 
ALPHA CM'* 
rr» Tie* FOR 
THE BK> 100 YR». 
CELI-BRATIONI 
Thanka ao much for the surprising serenade 
Sorry I dMnt drees tor the oceeionl 
Kely ■Qurrrby" 
Are yea an adueetJea tea|erT Then be el Oleh 
Theater tonight at »:00 tor the masting ot 
Owe avtedenl Educetlon AeeocletJonl 
ASHLEY MitOHS: 
The beat wlnq on casnpualll  
Attention Alpha Gem Social Committee 
Thanks lor doing such a greet tob on the Data 
Party. For being "Oistall" we puled It oil I 
love you guys 
Heidi 
PS Only 54 days tell unB we do It agertll' 
Em^M?^^^^^^!^^ ^5anliuri 
THINK, IVT  GOT  [T  FIGURED OUT..  THE 
MTWRUPTION  ALUWS  StEMS  TO COME 
RIGHT  UJHEN   I'M  GETTING TO  THE GOOD 
MRT.    UFE MUST BE SOME  SORT 
OF COMMERCIftL 
The BG News' .Classified Information- Mail-In Form 
DEADLINE: Two days prior to publication no later than 4 p.m. 
(BG News not responsible lor postal service delays) 
RATES: per ad are 60' per line, $1.80 minimum. 
50« extra per ad tor bold type. 
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line. 
PREPAYMENT is required lor all non-university related business and individuals 
NOTICE: The News will not be responsible lor error due to Illegibility or incomplete inlormation. Please 
come to 214 West HaH immediately it there is an error in your ad. The news wi not DP 
responsible lor typographical errors In classified ads tor more than two consecutive insertions. 
CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM 
Name  
Address 
Phone # 
Social Security # or Account #  
(For billing purposes only) 
Please print your ad clearly, EXACTLY how you wish It to appear: 
(Circle words you wish to appear in bold type)  
Classification In which you wish your ad to appear 
      Campus & City Events*   
       Lost ft Found   
       Rides   
      Services Offered   
      Personals 
"Campus/City Event ads are published free of charge for on* day for a non-profit event or meeting only. 
Wanted 
Help Wanted 
For Sale 
For Rent 
Dates of Insertion 
{     Total number of days . 
Mail to: (On or Off-Campus MaN) 
The BG News 
214 West HaH BGSU 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403 
(Checks payable to BG News) 
Phone: 372-2601 
———-——      at   mm SJfle 
l 
aasli   0. 
Be  Involved In  mar  prollislonl   O.8.E.A. 
ensatai leaseta] MS Osetl Ttreeser  
Bewere axflee of BO BTUOBQLT 
a on me looee 
Happy -28" Pan! 
Brotners of Deea Upeton 
Wei or lose, you're srfl our cnanwal 
Love, your cheerleaders 
P S Where ere our uneorma' 
Whan does overnight express become aame 
deyeervtoe? 
Lovoyal 
Just wanted to wren you s heppY Drrtnds, We I 
get together rest anon to osstbraaslt 
LOVmAKM 
B.Q S U Mom 1 Dad Ha aotsrwsi 
Jeans N Things S31 Rrdge Street 
 Open tonight a BOO p.m.  
Calaarale with an Alpha CM 
100 Yaara al laratana ear Ltre MaaW 
ClAuOel 
Msppy 20th'i 
You're flnsfly In the seme era aa 
EdtneSpadll  
CLUB MOCMY 1st aeucTICt 
OCT. lam, 1:ss ».«. - FULL EOUasesrjIT 
C0ll<»IUTlJUTIOr*l   KAPPA   aV/OeU   "A" 
SOFTSALL TIAat FOR WMNMQ TW FHA- 
TEWarrY CtUlanONSHas TWO YEARS IN A 
ROW. WAY TO OO BOO CREW.  
COtsTlNUE THE TIUOITIOII 
ORaTNTATION    LEADER    APPLICATIONS 
AVAHABU uHTH. OCTOBER 28, 1MB IN 405 
STUOENT SERVICES. INTERVIEWS WILL BE 
MELD   OCTOBER   27-11,   IMS    JOB)  THE 
TEAWIt  
Cortry Theari 
I am not who you think I should be. 
but wal have tun you wan and see 
So be prepared to grab your guns. 
Beceuee DO Kidnap wfl be toede ol fun" 
Tear Pee flee K 
ATTITUDE ADJUSTMENT NK3HT 
You always get change back 
trom your doflst on Tueadays 
wel dnnKa - 50- 
Lsleet dance videos' 
MAM ST. 
362-3703 
My Adorable roorr.ee 
taaaaSIUai 
Here's your persona) 
nel-Kel 
- With Johnny T coming to town pre- 
para to gat TT Bra our trseh can - Scow L 
NSaVL.H.A. Partyl Al LUiitrrxslcaaOn rjaorder 
mstirs snd their tecuty are Invfled to parly at 
the dub Pod Monday. Octobar 14 at 6 00 
10 00 p.m. neaeersiiaiils mcluded ao bring a 
ONe Student EducetkmAssoclatlon 
Ma Todeyl aleetlng *:00 toragM 
Dr. Treear Pit flap i 
• :00OJsh 
wlfl be speaking on 
(Rl ED- 
HAVE YOU SEEN OUR TRASH CAN? YOUR 
LITTLE BROTHER (PYBQ) JeVI AND SCOTT L 
RUSH RUSH RUSH 
Atene Seams PM 
L«' SI sees 
Torsion! 7:S0-8«) 
CRAIO, 
YOU ARE THE QREATESTI I CAIV/T WAIT 
UNTIL WE BECOME BUDDIES FOREVER 
I LOVE YOU. MABCIA  
Dee Oee end Phi Tau Pledgee Thanka ao much 
lor Via preeklest on Thursday' You guys are 
great! Love, The Dee Qee'e.  
DELTA StOatA Pt 
ANO 
THETAPt- 
 WE'leIREAC*BNO HWMI  
Oh* an apple to youreetll Jaka Ohio Student 
Educalon Aseodetkm. AppUcetlons svsHeble 
«10 Educeaxin Btdg.  
QouUylFush. 
A Ms reminder thet you two ere me best bigs 
sny imes could have. We love you, the young- 
eat members ol XI lemly   Pam 1 ET. 
Happy Btrthdey AXOI 
100 yean and going strong' 
Love, Ttomey t Wendy 
Sandra Scon 
Keep up the good work I Remember thet bens 
cryTOFAl         
Staoey. 
Congrats on going scsve 
HAPPY 100th 
BIRTHDAY 
ALPHA CHI OMEGA! 
HAVE FUN, BE A LEADER- 
CONTINUE THE TRADITION 
ORIENTATION    LEADER    APPLICATIONS 
AVAILABLE UNTIL OCTOBER 25. IMS IN 405 
•TUOENT SERVICES. BST1JVBTWS WILL BE 
HELD  OCTOBER   27-11,   IHI.   JOM  THE 
TtJuWI  
ITS 
oomo 
TO 
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS DIRECTORY 
sstrngover 120 leglelered 
student dube. groups > orgenliaHone 
AVAILABLE NOW 
 tl 408 Student Servtoee  
THE LADES OF 4*1 WEST OFFENHAUER 
YOU ALL ARE FANTABULOUS 
LOVE I HUGS, MABCIA 
TUB IS THE WEEK, ALPHA CHI'S CANT WATT 
BKIS ANO LITTLES ARE FOUND SO DONT BE 
LATE. 
LOVE, LAURA ANO AMY 
TeW-FLEXIBLE DEOREE PROORAM 
Aim si freehmen ennooatmu a 3 3 average 
tea yew Develop en tvJvtouaaXed general 
educaeloii program mexxnirxig such opaona as 
ooutae rnatom. See Beth Ceaey. Censer lor 
Acratlema: Opaona lot iilaei'eppeceaon lorme 
TsM QA1XAOHOI (MY CRUSH). 
I'm glad I chose Vie right Tim out ol the 
pr^onebook Thanka tor trudging through the 
rabi. I'm looiung forward to easing your "back" 
si Lean 141. Let's study sometime snd get rM 
of the leu oven". 
Jamie 
TseH 
WHEN YOUR PLANE LANDS Tt>rx3RFtclW. 
aSKE t  HOUSTON WILL BE  ALL  YOURS! 
HAVE A BLASni tfl  
To the Rklge St. Keg Then. We hope you had 
an enjoyable ame at our partyl We would lust 
Bra to (rank you tor the unreoueeted iSaposal 
of our keg However, because you ware ao 
herptul we have run Into a minor flnenciei burden 
and now look forward to a bouncing SSO 
check. Thank you ao much agatill The Kegktea 
HAPPENMI 
C0»l0RATULATlONS ON YOUR ALPHA PM 
ACTIVATION. 
LOVE, Test 
HAPPY ACTTVATrONI I KNEW YOU COULD 
Dom 
LEN 
P.S I HATE THAT WORD IUL' 
KAREN MORRIS - DONT WORRY. THINGS 
WILL WORK OUT ANO YOU WILL BE OKAY 
m ALWAYS HERE TO LISTEN. 
YOUR FFeENO FOREVER. USA 
LOW SsEO WORTH 
Corigrsturaaone on beoorrBng a Whits Roae! 
You're the Dseti Love, your Roomie  
WARM UP TO HALLOWEEN 
with PHI BETA LAMBDA 
Try out your coetume Set . Oct IS. 9 pm   1 
NORTHEAST COMMONS 
Al tie Ptta You Can Eat. 4 baere-SI 
12 50 edmiasion 
Domino s Plna - WFAL - 90 Beverege 
WE MY CASH FOR YOUR ALBUMS 
COetC TO 157 CLOOOH AT S. PROSPECT 
QREEN TAa»OURr«eI WI ALSO RENT 
WOMEN'S rNTRAMURAL 80WUNO ENTRIES 
DUE WED.. OCT.   18 BY 4:00 P.M. M IM 
OFFICE AT 108 REC CENTER 
loriSmrth. 
Thenks so much lor the 
such s 
71 YEARS OF CARING 
71 YEARS OF CARING 
71 YEARS OF CARING 
gtna. You're 
Love, your ■' 
LSAT-MCAT-OaUT-QRE 
NTE' CM REVIEWNCLEX 
STANLEY KAPLAN ED. CENTER 
MO. 1 M TEST PREPARATION 
(41S)SSe>l701 TOLEDO 
l(Aud). 
Happy Bktnoey to a super-sa! The cast wB 
coma off soon' (Don't worry)! Have e great 
twlhdsy Don I Psrty Too Much! 
Your Sigma Phi Pal (he! hat). Ash 
To wish Audra a Happy Birthdey. 
csfl 372-82181 
LM. 
rm super sad you're not my big. 
But you'l stwaya be »1 on my Mr 
You're e VERY SPECIAL frtendl 
Love. Your "Pseudo" UWe 
aandy, 
He oouUnl get enough et the omoe ao now Or. 
Dan does houaacefla? Do you raaty mind? 
Love ye! 
ACCCIUNTsNO S COMPUTER SCIENTISTS 
Several Spring 1986 co-op poertlone 
era an a assatila 
Cal the Co-op Otltoa et 
372-2481 without delay or 
atop by Room 222 ol the Admin Eadg 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
ACROSS 
1 Icy coaling 
5 Cebbege  
ud 
10 Wimbledon 
winner 1975 
14 Cap (from 
head to foot) 
15 City on the 
Tigris 
18 Do an usher's 
K* 
17 White House 
pat 
18 Starof'Liir 
19 Bosrdgame 
piece 
20 Errol Flynn film: 
1940 
22 A Maxwell 
23 Gives the go 
ahead 
24 King's topper 
28 Workman, ol 
yore 
27 Stinging 
lellytiah 
33 Rapidity 
34 One who 
persists 
38 "Have : 
Will Travel": 
Hope 
38 On with 
37 Kind ol god 
mother 
36 01 course' 
39 Presidential 
title: ADt-r 
40 American short 
story writer   - 
41 Summons 
42 Walruses 
44 Normaend 
Charlotte 
48 Alehouse. In 
Soho 
48 Mad Hatter's 
beverage 
47 Squeals 
49 Skill in 
navigating 
88 Pen of OED 
87 Jewish holiday 
88 Raced 
89 West Indian 
shrub 
60 Ecclesissllc 
Edited" by Trad* Michel Jaffa 
81 ONe voice to 
82 Storefront 
feature 
83 Sees to 
64 English symbol 
DOWN 
1 Degger handle 
2 Brightly 
colored lish 
3 Wing, at Orly 
4 A "60 Minutea" 
man 
8 S American 
rodente 
6 Indian nanny 
7 Gone With lha 
Wind" locale 
8 Boast 
9 Hitter Aaron 
10 Phase 
11 Marine eaiad 
12 Commands to 
Dobbin 
13 Sicilian sight 
21 Made do (with 
"out") 
24 Gas Comb 
toon 
28 Silas Marner 
loved one 
26 London's Woll 
Larsen.eg 
27 Ladles In 
service 
28 Choice pan 
29 Law of the 
screen 
30 French marshal 
31 Movss furtively 
32 Spot markers 
33 Lske Indians 
37 Extreme 
38 Sterwort ol the 
ocean 
40 Fireplace pro- 
tection 
41 Light mechlne 
gun 
43 Work hard 
48 Domesticates 
47 Gslher 
48 Water bullalo 
49 Nollce 
80 Seine feeder 
81 O'Flaherty'e 
■Men of " 
82 Genlle In 
nature 
83 sapiens 
84 Garden Mower 
88 Singer Seeger 
itl.    ESJJi  ■ |- 
1
           T 
- I- •"■pi- ir rr rr 
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BG News/October IS, INS 12 
JOW THE ATHLETIC BAND 
0R0«e7ATrONAL MEETING 
MONOAY. OCT. 28. 8:16 p m 
Room 1012. MUSICAL ARTS CENTER 
Stop by Room 1010 MMAC Buarang or cafl 
372-2186 Brass prayers eepscleey needed 
Credfl 
HEYI CLAReNET PLAYERS AND ALL 
FORMER HIGH SCHOOL BAND MEMBERS 
join a Unrverarty Concert Band tor 
Soring Ssmselsr Cafl 372-2186. or 
stop by tie Bend Office (Room 1010 — 
Musics! Arts Center ) 
Credt 
Attention N.SS.LH.A. Members! CANDY IS 
M: For pick up cafl 384-8181 or 372-6241 
Cal end pick up today We heve only 3 V, weeks 
to sefl. Make money tor your major.  
EARPtERCINQ 
KLEVERS JEWELERS 
 1W4SS1, MM and UP 
October Perm Sate — 127 00 
Glemoy Hex Seron st 
-362-8818 
WANTED 
Fssaals to sublsaia 2-story house on Second 
8L Close to eeaapus, tow rant, private bed- 
rooms. Cell Janet or Diane et 153-M09 lor 
F   rmte   to sublease   Good location   382- 
3499 
1   mala  roommate for  Spring  Semeeter.   1 
bedroom apartment Cal 372-4268 
2 Female roorrxnetes needed lor Spring to rent 
apt dose to campus Cefl 353 9805  
FEMALE ROOMMATE TO SUBLEASE APART 
MENT NOW AND OR SPRING  SEMESTER 
CALL SANOY AT 353-2308  
1 or 2 roommalae needed to share 2 bdrm . 
tltbatha. Chenywood Spa prMegas Rent. 
1343/fi roomrrrates mouire 707 Sixth St . 
Apt #7 or Cal Rente! Office et 352-9378. ask 
lor Mrs Valentine 
Female roommete needed to sublease apart- 
ment now end/or Spring semester Cell Mary 
Non-smoking, Ismafct roommate needed to 
subreose apartment lor spring semeeter Cloee 
to cemoue — University Courts — Cel 352- 
4709 
1   OR   2   FEMALES  TO  SUBLEASE   APT 
SPReNQ   SEMESTER    ONE   BLOCK  FROM 
CAMPUS.   FURNISHED.   PAY   1140   FOR   2. 
1236 FOR 1 PLUS ELECTRIC 
CALL 382-3400  
HELP WANTED 
Need siOTSOaaati Doormen;Bartender Mr. 
Botsngree 893 S Mem Street, 382-9737. ask 
lor Omar 
FOR SALE 
rartBai   Eldorado FF-Fax cond . rune good 
Asking 11.000 or beet otter   Must sell   Ph   « 
362-1620. «214.  
1976 SUZUKI GT500A MeVT CONDITION. 
1300 MILES. MUST SELL 1800 874-2393 
I960 FIESTA. EC. ONLY 40 K MILES. RED 
SUNROOF. NEW BRAKES. AM-FM STEREO. 
8-TRACK. ASKING 13280   823-3020 EVE- 
Nfleaa.     
HutTa Used Furniture   Rudolph   886-3251 
Open 6-6 Monday Finer 
1973 FORD mUNDERBIRD COLLEGE CAR 
RUNS FINE 1110 372-8741 DAY, 352- 
1186 NIGHT. NEIL 
1978 VW RABBTT. NEW TIRES. BRAKES. 
ENGINE COMPLETELY REBUILT 11160 
CALL 372-8731 AFTER 6 p.m. 
1974 Plymouth Fury HI From the south Under 
44.000 miss   No rust   11000 
Cal 354-6604 
1977 CAPRICE CLASSIC 
HAS EVERYTHING 
Runs greet(xtoendable! work, trips, home. etc. 
ONLY 1950 (or oner) - CALL 364-8003 
TsWX SINCLAIR 1000 CUMPUTER, 1fl K 
MEMORY MODULE, T.V. MONITOR, AND 
INSTRUCTION MANUAL. CALL 384-1 Ml AF- 
TER 1 PJl 
MINOLTA XQ-M 15 MM CAMERA, AUTO- 
WBsD, TELEPHOTO LENSE. ANO OTHER 
ACCES. PACKAGE DEAL ONLY. CALL 184- 
Is45 AFTER 1 P.H   
13" Aluminum Sport Wheels 155 lor the set ol 
lour 353-2708, Pal. 
1974 Comet, good condition 
mske any offer 
362-2322.evening 
74 Dueler New engine Needs work 11 SO or 
best oner Cat Jim St 382-1980 
1972 Toyota Corals   4 speed   Very good 
conrflBon Csfl 362-1180 ener 6 p m  
FOR SALE   28" BLACK 5 WHITE. ZENITH, 
T V . ONLY 120 00! CALL 382-0801. 
s ■ True You Can Buy Jeepa for 144 through 
he US government? Get the recta today' Cal 
1-312-742-1142 Ext. 1794 
1989 Butck Rrvtera. many new perls, oxcsesnl 
rflreer car Asking 1400 or beat otter. Cal 
352-6002 
FOR RENT 
Two bedroom upper 
turntehed. Downtown 
352-5822 
tllttlllMl   epertmenl   1147 65/month    616 
Second Street Cal 362-5820 for Information 
Heart 
Healthy 
Recipe 
MEXICAN CHICKEN SOUP 
1 3-pound frying chicken, skinned 
and cut into serving pieces 
2 cups canned tomatoes 
1 dove garlic, minced 
'/* cup chopped onion 
W cup canned mildly hot California 
am si. diced (or Vi cup tor a 
meder flavored soup) 
2 cups cooked, drained pinto 
beans or garuanzoa 
Place chidujn piece* in a large 
saucepan Add enough water to 
cover. Cook until tender, about 25 
rseTMaM 
Remove cracken pieces trorn the 
broth and put In the lometoea. 
garlic, onion snd cnaies. Slide 
chicken meat oft the bones and re- 
turn meat to the broth. Add beans 
and airnmer about 15 minutes 
Yield about 2 quart* 
Approx. cal/aarv.: 1 cup - 190 
1 torttia - 60 
